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TRUSTEE CHOSEN
IN REHKOPF CASE
A. E. Boyd Receives All But
One Vote
Attorneys for Creditors Spend Teo
Days Wrangling Over Various

Of

•
HE MAKES BOND IMMEDIATELY

After two days of wrangling among
attorneys reoresentting creditors in
the indIridual btankrupt matter of E.
RehkoPf, A. E. Boyd of the law firm
of Eaton & Boyd, was this morning
named trustee by a vote of 12 to 1.
J. R. Grogan was yesterday mentioned as trustee, but fie ballot was taken. This morning George C. Wallace
was mentioned and received one vote
In the ballot taken. Boyd at once
left the offiee of Referee in Bankru•tcY E. W. Bagby, where the election
was held, to confer with agents for
_surety companies to make a bond of
$2.5,0010. The next step will bo the
appointritent of appraisers of the
stock, and it Is the intention -of the
areditors to have the estate appraised
this afternoon am. an order of sale
secured as soon as possible. Boyd
wet file a petition asking for a sale
as *von as the appraisement is made
and all preliminaries- completed,
Trustee A. E. Boyd secured the
Maryland Oaeuality company of Baltimore, on his bond, and it was accepted todary by the court. Mr. Boyd
and the creditor's in the ease are
meeting thie afternoon to select the
appraisers of the estate, and within
ten days after the apprairement is
made the irate will be held.

PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING.FEBRUA
RY 12. 1907.
DID IT NICELY.
sLondon, Feb. 12.—Referring
directly to the Swettenham incident, King
Edward
virtually
condemned the Jamaican government's conduct, by expressing gratitude in hie speech to
parliament from the throne tadday for the sympathy shown by
the United States towards Islanders In the time of trouble.
SEVERE EARTHQUAKE. e
Kingston, Feb. 12—The heaviest earthquake shock since the
destruction of the city occurred
Last night.
Many shattered
structures topeket over. People
aroused froni their sleep ran
into the streets and parks, where
they remained all night. It is
rumored that ten Macke were
buried under tire falling walls,
LINCOLN DAY.
Springfield, Ill., Feb. 12.—
Lincoln's birthday was appropriately' celebrated in his home
town today. The day was balmy
aa. May. All bushutss was SCUS.
peneed and hundreds of people
went to the monument and left
flowers. The crypt was filled
with gifts, many being from
school children.
GIRLS PERISH.
Philadelphia, Feb. 12.—Fine
this morning in a manufacturing building spread to adjacent
buildings, and fanned by the
high wind threatened destrue.
tion to a number of properties.
One man jumped to death from
the fourth floor. There were
many girls employed in the
building and it is feared all died
that did not escape at once.

INCARCERATE THAW
IS JEROME'S PLAN

10 CENTS PER WEEK

SHOWING SHONTS.

HUSBAND ARRIVES
AFTER WIFE GOES

As Indicated by His Procedure Today

Joseph Crenshaw Was in Jail
at Carbondale

Expert, in Ammer to a Hypothetical
Question, Says Thaw Thought
He Was Hight.

PINNED

DOW \

TO

Wife and Little Son Stayed Here Five
Days Dependant on Charity the

His 1'4)1\1 .
SENT TO DE.INFEELD ,TO LIVE.

New York, Fele 12.—That Jerome
is laying a plan to incarcerate Herry
Thaw if he is acquitted on the plea
of emotional Insanity became evident
today during the examination of Dr.
Britton .Evans, an expert on insanity,
who occupied the stand throughout
the entire morning session. Most of
the time was taken up in squabbles
over the admission of his testimony,
Jerome's objections being sustaine
d.
Expert Testifies.
Answering a bypothetic.a1 question covering every detail of testimo.11Y up to this time in the Thaw trial,
Including Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw's
narration of her life history to the
defendant, Dr. Charles G. Wagner,
superintendent of the state hermitsl
for the insane at Binghamton, N. Y.,
declared on the witness stand today
that hi his opinion Harry K. Thaw
did not know
the act was wrong
when he eliot and
killed Stanford
White.
Wagner stepped aside for
later
cross examination by Jerome and as
court adjourned for the day it was
announced that the defense would
proceed with the testimony of other
alienists tomorrow.
The taking of Wagner's opinion of
the hypothetical question, the man
under consideration being author of
letters which have been introduced
as emanating from Thaw during the
period of his estrangement with Evelyn Nesbit, after their return from
Europe in 1903, followed a day of
almost continuous legal sparring between DeSmas, for the defense, and Slaughterhouses, Tuberculosis
Jerome, for prosecution.
and Other questions are Dim.
Jerome Forces Insanity Issue.

Joe Crenshaw, husband of Mrss
Sallie Crenshaw, who patiently waited for him five days at the Ilnit :
passenger station without funds, arrived in Paducah- 3esterday exactly
one week after his wife and seven)ear-old son arrived. A few inquiries
at the depot concerning his family
served to identify him, and Crenshaw
was a greatly humiliated man when
he
Cle
re
ftnehaw I. about 45 years old.
He claims to have been working near
Carbondale, Ill., on a section of the
Illinois Central as foreman, and Monday, January 4, he sent his wife and
child here, promising to follow the
next day. He partook of a few drinks,
-he explained and got into trouble
with a negro. For his part of the
disturbance he was confined in the
Carbondale jail. until Sunday, aud
on being released came to Paducah.
He struck here broke as did his family.

Crenshaw talked a great eeul Co
Harry Mastead, fireman at the Union
station. He said that he intended
Airu••••-••
coming here the next day after his
casene In New York.),
family left Carbondale but got into
feeTrigee ineNewaysekPrese,
the trouble. He did not succeed in
shipping his goods until Sunday and
had the bin of lading to show for it.
MRS. BERM CAMPBELL
Milsteed asked him if he was going
to work
here. Crenerhall• related
Suddenly Stricken With Critical Illtetra he thought he might hut again
ness Yesterday.
might go to Deanfleki, Where the city
sent his wife and ,child.
The condition of Mrs. Berets Fo• MARDI GRtS.
GRAIN MARKET.
Crenshaw was given a sound lostIcr
Who has been eritlealNtee Orleans, Feb. 12.—The
ure at the depot by several persons
Cincinna
ti, lerb. 12.--Wheat1
ly 10, from congestion of brain einee
Mardi Gras is celebrated with
$O; corn, 47%; oat*, 43.
Promotion of Chief Clerk In acquainted with his case. He tattled
.late yesterday, is considered someclear skies and warm weather.
to even write or send word in any
what better this afternoon, and the
The streets are thronged with
Paducah Postotlice Causes way to his family or make any atcussed---Doctor
s
Notifie
d
of
MOVING
TROOPS
fact that she has held her own so
.
Jerome effectually blocked the
thousands of maskers and all are
a General Change—Jamie tempt to provale for them while he
long. is much in her favor. Her PhyPanama, Feb. 12.---Advices
completion, for the time being of the
Duties
given over to the spirit of the
was in jell. He :eft' the depot yestersicians do not look for the crisis befrom San Salvador say that both
direct testimony of Mrs. Thaw by inday. Stores are closed and the
Paxton
Succee
Him
ds
day
afternoon very much humilifore 6 o'clock
Honduras and Nicaranga are
this evening.- The
sisting that before she should go
grand pageant, headed by Rex,
ated and declared he would get a
news of Mrs. Campbell's serious illmoving
troops to the frontier.
further, competent testimony as to WILL
king of the carnival, paraded the
ENVOIWE ALL THE LAWS.
job. Nothing farther was sael of his
ness came as a shock to her friends
Honduras has a force of 12,000
Thaw's unsoundness of mind should
streets.
family. HIs household effects are
APPOIN
TMENT
IS
VERY
today, and many of her relatives, too,
POPULA
R
men
avallebl
e and
Nicarauga
be placed before the jury. Delmas
expected
tomorrow.,
who did not know of her Illness, so
15,000. Thus far thefe has been
tried to carry forward the wife's
Mrs.
[Sallie
Crenshaw and her seven
soddenly did it develop. She had a
fighting.
Slaughte
r
no
houses, tuberculosis,
story but the district attorney was on
yerar-old son came to Paducah Mens-•igeat attack of grip on Saturday but
his feet with an objection to every deities and the city dump were beMr. Fred B. Ashton, chief clerk
day, February 4, without funds or a
was not seriously ill until about 4
fore the board of health in the reguquestion asked.
and superintendent of mail carriers
GIRL DEMONS.
piece to stay. She explained that hemo'cleck ye-terday afternoon, when
After compelling the defense to lar meeting last night. Several butchin
,(he Padueali postoffiee, was today
Chicago, Feb. 12.— Seven
husband
would follow. The dray
elle became unconscious and has nevers
were
present to protest against
go into the taking of expert testimoappointed a postoffice inspector. Mr
girl prisoners confined in the andragged by and still no tidings came
er moused from it. Drs. S. B. Pulny. Jerome next proceeded to block the enforcement of the board's orAshton's
promotion carries with it a
nex of the Harrison street po.
from the husband. Bud Quarles and
l:lane J. G. Brooks and P. H. Stewart
the testimony of Dr. Wagner as to der directing the removal of slaughhandsome increase in eatery and will
Ike station, beat, bound and gagTaylor, manager of the Engwere with her all last night and toForty Passengers are Believed the results of les six visite to the de- ter houses to the county. One of the ged Mrs. Mary Neelan, the mat- cause a general change in the local iiW. M.
Kitehen,
gave the mother and
day.
butchers
in
the city announced that
fendant fn the Tombs and his tests
post office. Mr. Ashton started in at
ron, tore out her hair, secured
eon a room in the Illinois Central hoto Have Perished in Disaster as to the letterai mental
C,arnobell's eon, John- Campwas
he
installin
g
reducing
a
plant
to
the
bottom
of
the ladder thirteen
condition.
her keys anti escaped this morntel, operated by Mr. Quarles, anti Mr.
bell, who is at school In Winchester.
Off Block Island—Some Es- Wagner was not allowed to go into take care of the offal and refuse ing. Bleeding and almost un- years ago, as mall clerk. By hard Taylor furnished them meals.
Va., and his grandmother, Mrs. Mary
They
the conversations he had with the from the slaughtering house. It will
work
he
merited
promotio
conscious the matron freed hern. Mr. lived this
way untlil hope was given
Campbell, wthe lives in Winchester,
caped in Boats
defendant nor the conclusions he be made into fertilizer. The board
Ashton is known perhaps by every
self, rind reached the telephone
up, and Mayor Yeiser gave
have been telegraphed for, and will
Mrs.
had reached from
Fesident of the city and county who
these conversa- thought it a good way to eliminate
to notify the poike, who caught
Crenshaw a pass to Deanfield, where
arrive at the earliest date poessible.
some of the objectionable features of
tions.
have any transactions at the postthe girls as they emerged from
she had relerfves.
a city slaughter house, but no action
office. Not one complaint has ever
CREW OF SCHOONER GETS AWAY
Delmas• Opinion,
the alley. When surrounded by
STAKES LIFE AND LOSES
was taken toward having all the
been registered against him,
the police the girls fought like
"Before we put Evelyn
Neebit
MASTER AND D04: SAVED
ON A GAME OF DOMINOES
butchers take similar action. The
demons.
As a result of Mr. Ashton s promoThaw on the stand I heard her story
THEIR COMPANIONS.
disposeem of the board now is to
lion there will be a general change
but once. There was no rehearsal, no
Cincinnati, 0., Feb. 12.— That _Providence, It. I., Feb. 12.—Prob.
allow the slaughter houses to remain
in
the postoffice. Mr. Jamie Paxton
attempt at dramatic play. The story
ACCIDENT AT INCLINE
Policeman Louis S. Rouse, a popular ably MO persons, perished as the reThrough love for his pet dog John
In the city provided suitable sanitaas she told it in the court room is not
OF ILLINOIS CENTRAL will succeed him as super.ntendent
officer, staked his life on the result tain of the coin ' last night between
ry facilities are employed.
Mayhaffe
y, a pipe fitter emphried In
carriers
of
and chief clerk; Mr. Danhalf so tragic. as It was when she
•
of a game of dorninees with his wife the Joy liner Larchmont, with a crew
the Illinois ()eater' show, had a narThe heaan officer was inetructea
iel
0,
McFadde
told it to me during our preparation
n
will
succeed
Mr.
- Two wheel journals on the local
is the belief of the coroner and his of 40 and about 100 passengers, anti
Paxton as money order clerk; Mr. row esc-ape from drownteg yesterday
of the case. If she had told in court to send a copy of the city ordinance Illinois Central incline
friends tonight. After a game
cradle at the
the
schooner
afternoon, lie was rescued with hie
Harry
Knowlto
n,
with
a
regulating tuberculosis cases to evto
Frank
Moore will succeed Mr. Mc.
foot of Campbell street broke _yese
- which site won he left the table, went etre* of eight.
dog by companions after a hard
physicia
ery
n
the
in
city.
The
-01eltFaddern
general
as
delis-pry clerk:
(continued on page tear.)
terday while train, No. 375, wets beinto an adjoining
Newport, R. I., Feb. 12.----The Joy
exen, and shot
et regale.
nanee requires the posting of a tuMr.
Frank
Adams
will
succeed
Mr.
ing pulled off the transfer boat by
himself dying within half an -now, line steamer, Larchmont from BolMaybaffey's dog followed him
berculosis Sign as in cases of other
STANDING COMMITTEES
switch engine. No. 199. it rendered 'Moore as mall clerk, and Mr. A. L. across a narrow
The wife, who suspected
nothing, ton to New York, was sunk off
foot bridge loading
Powell will succeed Mr. Adams as a
TO BE NAMED TONIGHT Infections diseases, on the house con- the cradle defective and four
Played with -great skill, blocking ev- Block islred last night in a collision
coal
taining the case. As tuberettiosie is
substitute carrier. The change is Lames back water between Jackal:0
ears had to be used in the afternoon
ery one of her 'unhand's moves. En- with the schooner Harry Knowlton.
made In regular line, each attache and Tennessee streets in a hollow enPermanent committees probably a long drawn out disease, much op- to put trains on and
off the boat.
thused by the joys of vietory, she ex- The Knowlton also is lost, going
joining the shops. The dog fell in
position
citizens
from
being
to
having
advanced one round.
their
ill be named by President Harry C.
Machinists are' renairiug the broken
claimed: "I have won!" "I have down at once, while tbe etet,mship
and went under the ire. The masks
Rhodes, of the Paducah Commercial houses placarded for months at a journals.
ti Mr. Ashton s territory
has not tried to
lost." responded Rouse, as he arose weathered the seas 9ome time after
pull him out and Slipped in.
club, at the meeting of directors to- time, is met '..ry the health officer. At
been assigned and he is waiting until
to 'fire the fatal shot. The policeman the crash. It is reported here
(empatt
ions
can
tMayhaffey
who
that night. It I also understo
he receives instructions. Ha was apod that the present only one or two physicians FOUIITEEN-YEAR-01,1) GIRL
was involved In debt and frequently 18 bodies were washed ashore at
still held to his dog, both being helpcommittee having In chime the mat- in the city are complying-atishs the
THOUGHT TO BE Famixo. prised of his promotion this after- less her-t
conip'ained of his bad lurk. Rouse Blot* leleard from Larchmont. it is
wee of the lee, and finally
ter of a Greater Paducah Day will ordinance In reporting to the health
noon by telegraph.
MT.
Aehton dragged
frequently played dominoes with his said schooner's crew escaped
them out.
Id make a report.
officer, their cases of tuberculosis.
stated
this afternoon that he does
Miss DER Goleta 14 years cert. and
wife to page the time, and it is boats. Two boat loads of passengers
More rigid inspection of dairies by Mr. Levy Matthews, 2,e, of Fancy not believe his territory will be adjatwilight deridlid to accept the result reached safety. Forty others drownCHEEK, kmir FITIMON,
Passenger Train Stalled.
theennilk and meat Inspector was or- Farm, Graves county, left home yes- cent to Paducah, and he will accordof the last game he played with her ed.
MAY(10.ME TO PADUCAH.
Passenger train, No. 801, Padu- dered by the hoard. In the question terday suddenly without giving
ingly
arrange
make
ments
to
move
at
any
as an augury of -what the future ereCaptain McVey Raid many were
cah to Cairo, in charge of Engineer of the city dump, nothing was done hint as to their intentions,
once.
and the
missed.
drowned jumping overboard, while
%"or. J. C. Cheek, emperintendea
,
W.O.Burch and Conductor R.Dawes, other than to order contractors to Parents stespecting an elopement
telothers trees to deatli while launchof the rueton pithier school systela,
went "dead" at Kevil lase night at carry out the provisions of their con- ephoned here to intercept them.
Petersbu
St.
rg,
Pets
Pa12.--For
FOREMAN IS ACCUSED
ty
ing a boat. Despite the intensely cold
is an apalketnt for the poeition of sit
6:50 o'clock and another engine had tract, in taking the refuse out into ducat pollee were unable to locate men were killed outright
zut.scorerr perintendent of
OF DRIVING THE SPIKE Weather residents turned out for
the Paducah rerboole.
to he secured from Paducah before the current of the river.
the pale. They are of prominent injured try an explosion in the mines
Facing the charge of' malicious miles around and used every means
Prof. Cheek made his application In
the train could proceed The engine,
people
and
-at
bee"
Flakhmit
girl's
today.
parents
t
object
The
bodies of person.
mischief, Waiter Taylort foreman of to help the rescuers.
No. 20e, blowed heir "pop off" valve
to the marriage bet-sense of (be daugh- the dead are horribly mangled.
MeTNE 1S4 REINSTATED
the Dille mills, Is under arrest on
off. and all the steam escaped from
c.
111- POIACE COMMISSION, ter s tender age.
complaint of Detective
Sergeant
Gov. Leslie's Funeral,
the engine.
John MeOuive, one of Padlicalles
Moore, who accuses him of driving ,
liar,
Helene, Mont., 'Feb. 12.--The fo--$150,000,000 for Steel Cara.
moist popular pollre. is again In barthrough the barrister at the mills the
There is only one kind of a
weal of former Governor Preoin
et
(Arne Warden Shoots Man.
H.
Pittsbur
g. Feb.. 12,---Orders for
nese -today, having been sel.eeted Past
spike on which Maple Abernathy's'
newspaper circulation statement
Lisette. of Kentucky and Montana,
jaellialre, 0., Feb. 12.--Bed Bore- irikbt
steel
cars
verraney
amounti
the
calmed
ng
Olt
to
by
.to
11541.00
'wounded hnfeelf 'alterable. night
0 are
was held here Sunday afternoo
that is worth any ennekleratiot
ham, game warden of Belmont counn from
WEATHF.R—Flair tonight and
felLACIlifisahlefireasaleve
gve retaggilte /0•-1:11W1Weet. Daigle Tax..4. the.bands,a1.4eArar..41‘14eit
TiCcipr
Wessethartele else chitty- detaltert PrelleiterleffirVi
1/9"lentliellit'#ifitith
7The ni;•:'-g-.-.*Tedireedny
retr—tellaiiiiht
wermer.
urpantea
whirwi
to
St,
Lone*
of
UO
tit
the
Mears
Pflieber
s
sad other
rted •litat riertardey at Meeroestolis re'
statement.. The Ann le the only enterer
ither ',true-are iirn wort' enIfigireet ternpr•rmare yeeterday. pactteti
Oft the firtsltol reeteurrint. this omelet is porritlen as ralltoad engineer. (beetle for ronetructkin
this year.
Miss Pearl McManus. •
raducah paper ',riesling such a
.
I
'
rely
equate to aerommodate '
merning. The men nee on the tercet
43;
Intranet
today. :12.
McCune has been a patrohnait tor Inquiries are coming In for tars that
eratefeent.
those
sought
eought to pay a last nett .
and'after a few words Boreham drew
"let
give
out" the Soft of already
eenier end was
indleations of. 'Orders
Ono's%teem rAire int radiated .1 n
tribute
the
memory of the liene
his revolver and fired a huMet into
ndrtimtaingl. envOunting to from $20,000,000 to
.the year thre,tell A
New York in18e11.
trious deletes of the south and adopt
Oofit's body. riareham was arrested. lag.
,$30,0110,000 More.
ed resident of the north.
N'W•f
,
e.o
,
o,,,
e
,,,,W•W"v,"•".•••*r%"Poo
PARLIAMENT OPENS,
London, Feb. 12—Parliament
was opened today by King Edward with all the imposing ceremonies which
have attended
thelle functions since his steepsstem to the throne. The address
from the throne foreshadowed a
full and busy session devoted to
Ireland, army reform and temperance. ,

Board of Health Gets Busy at Its
FRED
Regular Session and Takes Action

B. ASHTON
MADE INOECTOR

TWO SHIPS SINK
AFTER COLLIDING
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PADVCA.11 EVErNiNO 14tirt

OLDRIEVE

The effect of Scotrj Emul-rion on thin,
pale children is magical.
It makes them plump,-rosy, active, happy.
It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk..

ARRIVES IN NEW ORLVANS ON
TIME AND WINS.

%%atter Walker Left (Seminal January I and Made It In
Forty Days.

ALL DRUGGISTS: 500. AND $1.00

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 12.

_

FIRST SIGNS ARE
IN THE BACK
Too Much Kidney and Bladder
Trouble Here

RUBBER
SUCCESSFULLY IMITATED IW A.
FORT DODGE GIRL.

Telephoto. itnavator With Inventive
Turn of Mind Fitts the
a Illow.
'

The first cigar to have long-filler and wrapper made of tobacco grown in Cuba, and
sold in this country at 5c is the Cuba-Roma
Brand.

CUBA-ROMA
All-Havana Cigar, 5c

tvlip640004440414•344044

Valuable l'rt-scription Which Anyone
It's a Clear-Havana smoke, such as is uniC'siti I'll-pare—Relieves Rheuformly
sold at 10c,or &for a quarter. Any smokNew Orleans, lea.. Feb. 12.--Capt.
matism and ftstekticlie.
Fort Dodge, Ia., Feb. e2.--What
er of this class of cigars can tell that in a minute.
Charles W. Oldrieve yesterday acpromises to be a practical solution
NVe can sell the Cuba-Roma at 5
complished the feat of walking the
of the rubber trust problem has been
wateresfrom Cincinnati to Sew Orcents
because we have joined hands with
solved
by
Miss Belie Newland, a pretAM) THE DOSE
leans, a distance of sixteen hundred DIRECTIONS
ty teiephone girl of Heist:By, who has
2,000 other druggists who operate National
miles, in forty days. lacking fortybeen granted a patent in the United
Cigar Stands to buy and market our cigars.
five minutes, thereby winning the
States and leading foreign countries
We have fifty other brands that we sell relaworld's championship and a bet of
Take care of backache. A great on a chemical composition which can
tively as low-priced.
New York, Feb. 12 --Thomas Alva Iplay with electricite for tam fun of
five thousand dollars. Oldrleve met many cases of kidney complaint are not, be. told from genuine
Para rubEdison, the iuventor, says that when the thing, just to see how much I
with an accident just' before reach- reported about here, also bladder ber. Miss Newland
The best lisars are now
having this liatIonal
,has been workja man gets to be 59 yeade old it is ;can find out about t.
sold lathe 2,000
ing the goal at the head of (*Anal trouble and rheumatism.
Cigar Sumas Esteem
ing In secret on her composition for
time to knock off work and play. Mr.
"But from tomorrow on I am go- street that nearly
Drag Stores,
in the window.
cost hire his life.
An authority_ once stated that pain over a year and at last has perfected
Edleam will be 59 tomorrow. and his lug to give up the commere.al end of
His big wooden shoes suddenly slid in the back, loins or region of the it after many vexatious
obstacles.
playtime begins
it and worg in my laboratory purely outward
and the water walker turn- kidneys is the danger signal nature Limited means and facilities for her
"For fortylive years I have been as a scientist. That w.111 be the pleas- ed turtle. His wife,
who accompanied hangs out to notify the sufferer that work has retarded her progress
10
making experiments with electricity," ure Ihave long been premiering my- him all
the way In a rowboat, res- there is something wrongwith the perfecting it, but the severest teats
said Mr. Edison today, "but a:1 those self.cued the captain.
kidneys, which should receive imme- have proven her product,
years I have seen turning these exMr. Edieon referred to the final
0:drieve left Cincinnati January 1, diate attention. Only vegetable treatMies Newland is of an ' -ntive
periments into commercial value *0 perfection of his new storage battery
at noon on a wager that he would ment should be administered and an turn of mind and every spare moment
fast that I have not had a chance to for electrical motor
ve'r:cles. His walk to New Orleans In forty days. solute!),
no strongly alcoholic patent for several yeaaes past hae been emmanufactory for the Production of
At the falls above Louisville he was medicines, which are harmful to the ployed in working on some
new inthis new device, which has been erectdelayed for twenty-four hours, and kidneys and bladder.
vention. All of her ideas have been
ed within sight ct the Edison house,
this allowance, it was agreed, should
The following prescription, while of the most practical. turn and her Inis complete,. and w1:1 soon begin to
be computed in the time. Oldrieve simple, harmless and inexpensive, is genuity hes been repeatedly demonput its product on the market.
BOTil PHONES 548.
was in motion only during daylight known and recognized as a sovereign strated. A few rears
ago kthe Perboursaaying over every night at the remedy for kidney complaint. The fected a bottle, W'Well, when the stop.4...SSIGNEF'S NOTICE.
various landings. He was equippeu ingredients can be obtained at any per was extracted, the
bottle was dePublic notice is hereby given to
with shoes made of cedar wood, four good prescription pharmacy and any- stroyed deo far as using it again or
all of the cred:tors of J. R. Roberts
feet five Inches long, five inches one can mix them; Compound Kar- practical purposes, but failed to
zethat the undersigned, Ed. Farlee, asbroad, and seven inches deep. In a gon, one ounce: Fluid Extract Dan- cure a Detente Since then
she bas
signee of J R. Roberts, will attend
gasoline boat preceding the water delion, one-half ounce: Compound perfected several articles of houseat his office 1300 Meyers St., in pee
walker, were Capt. J. W. Weather- Syrup Sarsaparilla, three ounces. hold use, but none of them compare
W. B. McPTIERSON, 335 Broadway.
city of Peducah. Ky., on the lett day
F. E. DUNN. Seventh and Clay Streets.
ington of Dallas. Texas. who backed Shake well in a bottle and take in In practical and commercial ralue
of February, 1907, where .he will sit
J. D. BACON,Seventh and Jackson Streets.
Oldriewe. and Arthur Jones, who rep- teaspoonful doses after each meal with her latest achievement.
to receive claims and hoar proof in
Engagement of the
J. C. GILBERT, 1846 M.yers Street,
resented Edward Williams, of Bos- and at bedtime.
regard to the same against the estate
PETTIT'S RED CROSS PHARMACY? 12th and Trimble Sts.
ton, who laid the wager.
This
preparation
said
is
restore
to
of J. R. Roberts, which estate has
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
the natural function of the kidneys,
been assigned to the undersigned,
PO they will sift and strain the poisEd. Farley, as assignee, as will be
*gel. lelelelelelelelelele-le-Iele7.eleTse'er:-.11e1—Ielalet4
onous waste matter, uric acid, etc.,
seen
by
DEED OF ASSIGNMENT
Company
i
soubrette; Tony Walsh, a' tough New ,suit of Tracy, in the interests of his
from the blood, purifying- it and reFrench Humor.
dated Jan. 16; 190T, filed in the X
lieving rheumatism. Backache evi)
Yorker; Hi Burkett, an unwashed ,sbest. Specialties will be given becounty court clerk's office of McCrack
be relieved, the urine will be neutral*
en County Kentucky, end he will contramp: Sheriff Cuddy, a cowardly . tween the acts.
AT THE IlE\111X3(Y.
Ized and cleared and no longer a mead". Night—Na
tinue his sittings at said place for
t M. Wills in eA county official, and last but not least,
Often French humor is of the
cause of irritation, thereby' overcomthe purposes aforesaid for at least merely atsurd sort, like
Jacob Krausinyer, the Dutch repor- 1
Lucky
Deg."
Many a crooked man has all the
And the Original Company
much of our ing such
symptoms as weak bladdel,
two weeks and all creditors failing own. Thus It was
appearances
Wednesday night, Standard Opera ter of a Dutch newspaper, the "Se- outward
of being
a Freneh courtier painful,
and Chorus of 40.
frequent and other urinary
to present their claims at the time who said of a man famous for obeattic. Sleets Blatter," who is in pur- 'straight.
•
CoMpeny in "Martha."
difficulties,
AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA named, or within three montas there- sity that Ire found him sitting
.
Thursday night, Standard
al:
Opera
after verified according to law, shall around a table by himself.
Company
Wednesday evening Feb. 13,
In "The Bohemian Girl."
That is
be dee.necl to have
waived their really better than our moaern AmeriSaturday Matinee and Night—"Trathe favorite opera
rights to any part of the assigned es- can jest, on the approachin
cey, The Outlaw."
g fat man.
'ate in accordanee with section 90 of "Here comes a crowd."
the Kentucky Statutes.
Even more American in character
Nat M. Willie Tonight.
ED. PARLEY, Assignee,
is the remark of the boasting Gascon,
Nat Wille is surrounded
by
a
Thursday, Feb. 14,
Paducah. Ky., Jan. 19, 1907.
large company of singers, dancers
that a man boxed him on the ear—
he was beried the next day.
and comedians and "A Lucky Dog"
OWLS ELECT OFFICERS.
may be said to be a "rapid fire" muHere Is a French joke that is rathsical attraction. The cast includes
A gr.)rtt..tt for
Prices
35c, 50c, 75c, ;1,;1.50 %Vill Install TI11.111 at Next Meeting— er English in character: The MarDelia Stacey as Angelina Pettijohre
quis de Favieres, notorious for his
Smoker.
Mae Harrison as Madeline Grey, Animpecuniosity, called on a man of
ita Zorn as Cora Norman, the admeans
named
Barnard,
and
said:
The Owls lodge Sunday after-mem
venturess. Lee Hobbs Martin as Sa"Monsieur, I am going to astonisn
at the Blue Ribbon hall elected offirah Darn:ey, the school
iliggu,st and Oldc.sitmistress,
you.
am
I
the
Marquis
de Favieres.
cers as follows: Al Redmon, presiCharles
Udell as Reuben H,askins.the
Phones
Office
369.
dent: J. W. Dicke, vice president; I do not know you. and I come to
Residence Phones 726
country lout, Fred Rennold as GreCharles Ellerbrock, secretary; Mike borrow five hundred louit."
Campbell Building, PciduCah,Ky.
gory Kent, Josepk iEggenton as Lal
"Mqnsieter." Barnard rep!ied e "I
Michaeleon, treasurer; Sam Simon,
Chunder, an East Indian, James Vin;ny(exitcr, The installation will take am going to astonish you much more.
rent as Herbert Dalton, an American emisimm11.1111.111111111.1111MIIIIIIIIIMINISS.
elate at the next meeting night. Fol- I know you, and I am going to lend
,
villain James D. Wilson as Victor
the election a smoker and ecr- them."
Strong,
Madeline's lover, Peter GritYet the typical French story always
,•raT was held. The membership of
ten as Sam I.u.rke, a race track tout,
has 4 sting in it, like the famous one
the lodge .i-. raptd4Y growing.
Big Scenic production of
and Broadhurst and Currie's celebraof toe wife who died, which has gone
the Life Drama
ted beauty chorus including Georgia
over
world
the
in
varying
guise.
In
Meet.; With Brickmakere
You cannot say your home is
Snyder
Sybil Brennon, Elinor RusMr. Henry Katterjohn has return- the village of Poitou a woman fell
mc.ii•rn and comfortable if your
you
"If
wants
any
these
sell,
of
nnts,
abet
Mazie
Oliver. Edna Mitchell,Maed from St. Louie after attending the into a trance. After the Poitevin np
bathroom fixtures are old, and
your holleriu' till I kits 'eni belle Marlowe, Genevive
Grecourt
annual meeting of the National custom, she was wrapped In a sheet cracked."
unsanitary.
Go:cite
Damon
and
little Dalle
BrIckmakers' association
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
at The to be carried to the cemetery; but as
%White.
makes you home healthy and comfortable.
Planters' hotel. There were about the procession was passing through
An Indian Senator.
Vtamilase plumbing fixtures are the most durable
50 delegate. present
three being a narrow road a thorn of the wayside
Since Quay died, the National ConStandard Operas.
and sanitary fixtures mad:. We hvidle tbis Ime
Japanese. No decision as to where pierced the sheet, wounded her so gress has been without an Indiaa
The Standard Opera company will
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
the next meeting will be held will be that the ,blood flowed, and she awoke. Senator. Now the want has been
We combine skilled, experienced labor with reamade until the latter part of the Fourteen years later the woman real- supplied by Kansas. Representative present on Wednesday slide Thursday nights two operas: "Marthaly died, and again was borne towards
sonable
prices and prompt service.
year.
Charles Curtis, who is to take Senand "The Bohemian Girl." Cecil De
the erave. As the proe•eslon passed ator
Strong dramatic company.
Benson's seat, which Benson
Mille has 'devoted hie best energies
through the narrow road, the has- took in
To CURE A COLD 4IN ONE DAY
succession to Burton last
Beautiful scenic and electri- Take
LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine band called:
to preparing the, operas for presenta'
year,
is
Indian.
the
His
mother
was
Druggists refund money if
cal effects. Clever special- ItTablets._
tion and besidas the enormous duties
"Not so near the edge. friendsiNot
of the Kaw tribe a "quarter blood,"
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
of stage manager has undertaken the
so
hedger
near
the
signature is on each box. 25c.
ties.
his father an army officer.
Quay
part of Floreatan In "The Bohemian
Dutch burner and wit are not of a
boasted that he had been adopted
Girl." This 1g-a comic role and Mr.
A nieciaanical man that can do a sort to appeal to us often. The peo- into the Cherokee
PRICES—Matinee, 10c for chiltribe, and kept
De Mille's rare gifts as a comedian
great ninny things a human being ple of Holland are rarely sarcastic: Indian
bonnets istraAlankets on the
dren and'25c for adults; night
fit hint to shine In it.
can do is the inverstion of a German. their fun-making is of a most pon- walls
The other
of his room as a visible token
25c, 33e,.50c and The.
parts have been carefully assigned,
The machine has 305 compartments derous kind. Once on a time a conof his right to frame Indian legisla_
_Seats on %ale Friday 9 a. m.
Arline falling to Miss Pauline Perry.
troversy started
lad several electric-motors.
between
Holland tion in t'ne Senate..' The
Cherokees
the gifted soprano of the company.
and Zealand. and the argument con- modesty
refrained from talking about
and the Gypsy Queen to Miss Clara
0111=1111181111111EIMMIIIIIP'
tinned for two yenta. The thrijirnj
Quay. There have been two types
Hunt, the clever contralto. Mr. Howquestion at issue was: Does the cod
of "Indian" statesmen at Washingard will sIttb Thaddeus and Mr. Nutake the hook, or does the hook take
ton, not to speak of Tammany. One
tanson the role of Count Arnheine
the cod?
Let this Illustration sufis the Quay and Warrep and Teller
The well-drilled chorus and compeflee.—Marvin Dana, February LippinBoth Phones 548. Curtain 8:15.
type which couldn't hear to see the
tent orchestra will add much to the
cottai.
red brother use land fort hunting
excellence of what promisee to be a
and grazing mat might yield large
1)fdiel the Dractoiskin.
memorable performance.
profits to white oil operators, coal
A le n, NVInsted, Conn., girl, an
miners, on' lumbering corporktions.
adopted child, turned the table* with
"Tracy the Outlaw."
This in spite of the fact that the land
BROADHURST 0 CURRIE
et-unnMg effect upon chlldren who
Saturday matinee and
evening,
had been guaranteed to the Indians
were leasing her because she was an
Offers the Clever Character Comedian
February 10, Messrs. Wild and Arby copper riveted treaties and agreeadopted child to the parents) who
nold will present their big Seel:tic
ments. Their work hasheen to loilsen
loved her as their own, "MY PAP*
production of the life drama, "Tracy
rivets and "JollY" the Indians. Cur227 Broadway
and mama picked me out qpd wantthe Outlaw." at The Kentnaky. Tne
tis is of the other species. Next to
ed me," was her retort. "lbws bad
average western melodrama la gen- 111111131111111111111111191111111111111111111111111.111Mh
NIS
the late Senator Dawes of Matteachuto take you just as you were whether
era.ly a play of poor construction
Bette, he has originated more conthey wanted you or not."—Waterandadepende for the most part on
tructive Indian 'eglalation than any
t own Daily Time,.
noisy climaxes. Such is not the car.. MOTT'8
man in festrirress who has 'tied to deal
with this production. Although. It
t'rnias osrs, rrssas riot
with the mount Indian problem. In
or and banish "mire
A fond mother. hearing an unusual
approaches sensationalism. Is neverIn the New Musical Play Entitled
of menstrwatior." They are "LIFE SAVV.ItS" to girls
Kansas 'they say that the railroads
0
noise in the nursery overhead. hurthe:ens well written and never falls
wotvauhood
,
aiding
developmen
t of organs and body.
elected Cartis. Bpi the Indians, at
ried upstairs to find out what was
kilown remedy for women equals them. Cannot do kerese-li...
to appeal and entertain. There are
any rate are glad to see the railroads
becontes a pleasure. $1.00 PEll .110X ITT MAIL., SOW
the tnatter. She found Johnny sitJess than five (smuttily characters
by drurtrIrtt
in this instance epeeeed.—Colliers. no
COMICAL CO.. Clevelebee ()hie
ting it1 the middle of the floor quiet:y
In the caste, Including Moly Tracy.
WH.D BY ALVEY & LIST.
smiling.
And a Supporting Couipany of Unusual Merit.
Mrs. Gasser ---I 'was outspoken In
"0."-lie saki. 'I've locked grandto in the cast and chorus. tromedlana. ?lancers and Sieger& Pretmy
sentiments at the club this afAnd
Untie
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in Gee cupboard;
ee
ties& bitch of girls ever gathered in one production. 'etchf musical
terntson.
and when tile; cc; a
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r
attfliesTIK—Ptintrf tripiral ifirniMrtin
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Nat M.Wills
"The Happy Tramp"

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
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Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
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Starts Congressional Investi- Secretary Shaw Indicates
gation
Some Danger Points

•

Northern Pacific May LoSe Charter Great Corporations
Have %lot/stet!
in Wisconsin and Millions in
Law and Ethics But They Are
Land Grants.
Punished.
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pure grape cream of tartar, and
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I
alum and ammonia.
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BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

'Washington, Feb. 12.—Some imWashington, Feb. 12.—With the
portant developments are expected publication of
About As Usual.
lite full text of Secrewife, .t she would wear the eative.
this week before the committee on tary Shaw's recent
A short time' ago a wealthy Chi- costume
speech before
, either than the European
Pacific railroads of the senate, when the New Hampsh
ire board of trade, cago lady took a new and vivid inter- dress.
the resolution introduced by Senator it is discovered
4
that his address cala- est in foreign missions. The tribes
In the course of a few months she
Heyburn a few days ago, asking for mine what .is
construed to be an ap- In Central Africa suited her fancy received through
the mail a pa( kage
a congressional investigation of the peal against the trend
bear, and soon she was actively enof much curcontaining a strip of grass cloth about
Northern Pacific Rai:way company rent legislation. Mr.
gaged
in
"stippereng" a mimlonary
Shaw advocates
two incites wide and tIvp and a half
comes up for consideration. The the creation of
of long experience and great success
"bonded territories"
feet long, accompanied by the followcharges in the resolution challenge along the coast,
In
that
field.
into which raw maing letter:
the legality or the company under terials may be
imported' duty free, to When a bundle of photographs from
Dear Mrs.
Its present charter from Wisconsin, the end that employ
ment may be giv- the mission some of tnem representIn
reply In your much valued sugand, if proven true, wil: force this en to American
labor. The products ing the missionary and his wife In gestion. I am
sending you herewith
great transcontinental line into li- of factories
in these "bonded terri- European costume, arrived, she felt a full-dress costum
e worn by the
quidation.
tories" are to be shipped abroad. Any that a little advice would be of value. native
women here. My wife is willFurther if' the allegations should products not intende
d for the expote So she wrote a kindly letter, praising ing to leave the qtiestion
of (-hanging
be estab:ished, it would lay the ba- trade must
pay the regular duty whet, him for• his good work, but suggest- to this dress
entirely to your judgesis for action by congress repealing they cross the .territor
ial tine into the ing that he might be able to get far meatthe orighial act chartering the North- United States.
nearer to the datives through his
February Lippincott's.
ern Pacific Railroad company, which
While the secretsey's address was
would (are): with 14 the forfeiture of an urgent demand
for better condiso rnueh of the '40,000,0on acres of tions for America
n labor, he issued 6
land grant to that corepany which stirring appeal
for fair play for the
had not been validly patented previ- American manufac
turer. He said:
ous to 1875, and actually cloud the
"So long as the American manu1/4 title to every foot of this vast
tract. facturer buys labor in the American
If pressed home, the investigation, market, pays the
American scale of
it is said, also would reveal some wages, and
thus enables the Ameristartling moves in high financial etr- can wage earner
Comic. Celluloid and Silk Novelties.,
to be a consumer of
e:1,
A, that would involve many of the American food
postal Canis and dainty little rernenihranees
and clothes, fuel and
tor St.
leading figures in the political and fi- shelter, let there
be accorled to hint
Valentine's day. Come early to secure choice senancial world.
every possible encouragement in his
lection.
In the preamble to the resolution unequal competition
with the cheapWe offer some espcially fine values in postal card
the startling statement is made that er labor
of other countries."
albums
the value of the property of the
from 20c to $2.00.
While Secretary ghaw is tee much
Northern Pacific Railroad
company of a diplomat and too astute a poliat the time of the receivership,which tician to handle
the corporation ques
began in 1894 excelled the indebt- tion without gloves,
it is evident that
edness of the company by $215,000,- he is a strong advocat
e of a more re'
At Harbour's Department Store.
000; that when the company was re- tional and less hysteric
al policy in
organized in 1896 stock and bonds connection with' this
problem. Judgwere issued upon the property to the ing from his speech,
there is eeery
amount of $285,000,000. which was reason to believe that
he shares with
$60,000
,000 less than the appraised the ainfiniseretion tate
HURSDAY is St Valentine's Day and Major and Mrs.
beyiet that
value and $90,000,0,00 more than the American peeple
have gone too
Winner are going to help us celebrate it Arith our
the indebtedness of the Old compa- far in their wholesa
le condemnation
ny,
of corporations. This attitude, which
little friends.
e
iiarriman's Hand Seen. Ts Alleged. is altogether unfortunate
for comThe Harriman interests are gener- merce has been
caused by the disThough Major Winner is no taller than a yard stick,
ally credited here as being back of covery that certain big
business inthis Move against the GTOftt North- terests have been
and Mrs. Winner is still smaller, they are the most interestviolating the ethics
ern for the purpose of serving notice of both morality and
business. The
ing kind of little people, having traveled all over the world,
on the Hill-Morgen interests that prosecution of these
violators has
they must cease their activity In fur- been prompt and
and all day long the store has been crowded with visitors, big
effective, but the
House wiring, electric plants installed.
nishing the government with ammu- administration
regrets that such
and little, to see and talk with the smallest living married
nition for the probe that is now be- prompt action has
Complete machine shop.
stirred up agitating
conduct
ed
by
the
Interest
ate
ors
who
would
couple in the world. So we cordially invite all the grown122-124 N.Pourth St.
condemn all corporaFbhonessi 757
coNmerce commission into the Hat- tions, by far
the greater number of
ups to come down Thursday and bring the children to se
rimin lines.
whet are conducted wisely and well.
The chief danger of such hostility,
Major Winner and his forty pound bride.
IOW
How Did She Know.
as seen by the administration., lies in
The local Woman's Club nad offer- the bad
effect it will have upon the
And remember, there is a pretty valentine here for each
W. F. Paxton,
R. Rudy-,
ed a prize for the best essay, by any foreign
P Puryear
commerce of the Uniteo
President.
Cashier.
member
,
on
"How
to
Make
Asaistant Cashier
a
Husboy and girl. Be sure to come and get yours.
States. This -foreign commerce has
band Happy." It was a cash prize, grown to
remarkable proportions
and summer expenses were in the and its existenc
Incidentally, we would remind you that we have some
e insures steady v.:ore
near distance, and the competition the year round
for American labor.
uncommpnly attractive specials in all departments this week.
was large and warm.
If mills and factories are compelled
The winning paper was just three to shut down
incorporated
part of the year because
Your visit should be both pleasant and profitable.
words long, and, stranger even than of adverse
conditions at home, the
Capital
that, it was submitted by a spinster effect upon
all business will be dis$100,000
Surplus
of fifty-seven.
Her dictum was astrous. Secretary Shaw sees
Mothers bring the children Thursday to see Major and
50,000
this
Stockholders liability
merely this:
condition plainly, for in his address
100,000
Mrs. Winner and get a valentinefree.
"Feed the brute!'
he says:
Total security to depositors
February Lippincott's , "We need have no concern
$2.50,000
about
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited.
the sale of our food products. If one
We appreciate
small as well as large depositor, and accord
Jack—"Why do you close your country does not v:ant them
to all the same
another
courteous treatment.
eyes whenever I kiss you?" Maude— will.
The world never has six
"So that I can dream that it is Dick ;month's food in advance
, and it is
ANL
Times-'relatively unimportant which of sev40 doing the kissing."
—Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Union.
eral countries consumes our surplus.
t Wthat we are most interested in is a
OPEN SATURDAY NM HTS FROM 7 TO
foreign market for the product of
8 °CLOCK.
is so well known to all horsemen that
America
n
artisans."
it hardly seems necessary to 'say anyThird and Broadway
The principal element of danger
thing upbn the subject, but as this
caused by this unrese• as seen here,
aeticle may be read by the novice. in
is to be found in the tendency of the
such matters, it may be considered
different state legislatures to enact!
proper to say that if in training
a
drastic laws on tne corproation quesSpokane. Wash., l'eb. 12--Pro- get.c because of the obstacles threat- show horse it is disebeered that his
tion. In the opinion of economic exgait
is
uneven,
I.
e.,
ened
that
in
he
raises
the east.
is being made in the movement
perts, the federal government shouldl
one front or hind foot higher or difto form the new state of Lincoln out
be allowed to deal with big corporafer..'
than
he
dose
others,
he
weight
of portions of eastern Washington, Trainiex Heavy Harness Show Horses
tions engaged in interstate business,
should be added to the foot disthe panhandle of Idaho and northThe principal essential qualities
,for the federal Law is far better suitIN BOXES
playing the defective action and such
eastern Oregon. The committees of of a high-st
epping show horse are weight
ed to contra) the matter than a numshould be incoseased until the
the Spokane Chamber of Commerce good
conformation, perfect manner.
ber of conflicting state laws.
gal:
Is
perfectl
y
balance
d.
After
wear
and the 15,000 club will meet the and evenly
be TO 21.20.
balanced gait, and ability Ing this
weight
for such time as to
wecond week in February* to arrangy to go a
good pace.- Good conforma- demonst
Ele- cting a Chaplain. •
rate that the norse Is going
for a convention of delegates from tion is, of
The Arkansas legisla4ure Is a free
course, a natural gift, and. true It
should
gradull
be
y taken off,
the various cities and towns In the on:ess the
We have just received a shipand easy body. A Worcester man
animal Possesses it in a as weighti
ng horses for the showring
district outlined.
The convention reasonable degree, It Is useless
recently dropped In while its memto Is not allowed. It rarely
ment
very
latest
the
of
things
happens
will be held the middle oriatter part spend
bers wore trallotting for a cluvoltain
time and money In training It that a
horse is unevenly gaited in
of March when tne campaign will be for the show ring.
in -fancy stationery In bonds,
and reteerte as toMows: "Pitt me
Some horses will either his front
or hind feet, but it
decided Upon. There ace some who display an
down for Garrett, Mr. Soother," teak'
evenly balaced gait anaa- does frequen
tly occur that his knee
mid linen papers priced, in
believe that the chief opposition to slated by
one member. "I might as wed' get
the trainer's art, or the ap- and hock action
are not in harmony,
the new state will come from the plication
, on the hand wagon, too," mid onbows, from 10c to $1.30.
of artificial appliances, and and when this
is the case, weight
senators in the eastern an dNew Eng- some
,Iother. "1 vote for Gerrett. If he is
will not, and when the candi- should be
adjusted to the defective
land states as the railroads In those :late belongs
I not going to make long lawyers." wild
to the latter Class much action until It
is corrected.----C. H
states do not want LWO more west- patience
a third. This assurance WAR forthand painstaken ,care is re- WI:ion, Manager
A. G. Vanderbilt's
ern repossentatives in' the senate. (piked
eoming and Garrett was elocted on
to remedy the defective gait stable, In Februar
y Recreation.
This is based upon the fact that east-, and
the seventh badlot-LBotst on Tranprepare the animal for exhibition
ern senators have been fighting the purposes.
srvipt.
"You say your coo s -0NBrnan made
admission of territories for the rest-,
The old saying that, "as the twig the most poptstar
motion daring the
on the west Is grovling and the east is bent
Natnrally a girl would rather he
the tree will grow." nas di- last session of congres
Bottled in bond. Oldest
s?" Supporter
Atea not Intend to allow it any *tore rect applica
beautiful than Intellectual.
and Broadway
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There
tion to the training of --"He most certainly
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Tourist
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Candles
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'recognition and tne campaign gives The scheme of weigh'i
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hot
ng the feet of a eY lust so she is
permitted to. spend
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CITIZENS' SAVINfiS BANK

To Organize State of Lincoln in
Northwest Vast Movement is Started
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NO CONCLUSION
IN FRISCO CASE

BY THE SUN PUBLISBINOCO.

NO PRIMARY

Children's
Suit Sale
Continued
All Week

RIVER NEWS

It.l.cMment.

i

In ammatory

For,the remainder of this week, we
have decided to continue the Special
Sale of all our $5, $6, $7 and $8
Children's Suits, all styles2
and sizes, for - - - -

98

t.

5

Shirt Special for
Thursday---25c

Thursglay we will 'offer all that remains of the Manhattan and Emery
stiff bosom shirts which were in the
59c special sale lot last week

25c

The patterns are neat and refined
and we have a complete run of sizes
from 14 to 19.

I

Please bear in mind that this lasts
but one day---Thursday.
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PEOPLE
t
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

adies Jai1or &its, $15.00
-Value4,Aig Week or
$4.90

LOCAL NEWS

•

IN THE COURTS ta'

A PILE OF SILVER
4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1.
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now- 75a
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
U Must B Quick

gudq,9hillipo tVo.

•

J..J.

Mies Jetta Mae Kettler, he ye
gone to VeteetneleateeLeleelwel.ek.4.e
Piptonvine, TAUB.. to V
Lee
Mr. J. A. Roientsou. member of
the behest; board, is seriously
ill o
pneumonia art hie residence,
932
Clay street.
Attractive t'hurch Entertainment.
Wade Brown, deputy United State
s
Circuit Court.
A musical and literary entertain- marshal, and Mrs. Brown, have
gone
Fifteen more sults were flied
ment will be given on Friday eveni
to
New Orleans to attend Mardi Grate
by
ng
City Solicitor James Campbell today
In the lecture room of the First
Mr. Charles Spillman left
yesterday
against delinquent taxpayers.
Christian church, under t•he auspices morning for a tri'p to %est Teane
sThe Estey company against C.
see.
cf the Church Furnishing society.
J.
An
attractive program of notable
Attorney C. H. Wiletea. of Smith Kopf, judgment for 8150 and sale of
local
a piano, set aside.
talent wie be rendered. The enter land, was in Paducah yesterday.
.
0. L. Gregory against 0. P. Wiltainnient is the one announced
Mr. Edgar Stacks, of Benton,
for
is in
son, judgment for $3,700
two weeks ago, but called in.
the city on business
and the
delivery of 50 shares of stock In
Mr. John G. Rehkouf returned
the
last
0. le Gregory Vinegar Works to
evening from Flint, Mich. and,
Enjoyable Evening.
satother
isfy the debt.
Miss Meddle Belle Clinard enter- •te&ruhern points.
0. le Gregory against James
tained a few of her young friends
Mr. Maurice Nash went to DawA.
at
Roberts et al, judgment for $1,68
her home ori South Sixth street last son this morning after a short
0
visit
and the Surrender of 20 share
evening. Games were played and re- to his parents here.
s of
stock- in the 0. U. Gregory Vineg
freshments served and a eery enjoy
Police Judge Bunk Gardner,
ar
of
able evening was spent. Those pres- Mayfield, went to Benton this morn- Works for the debt.
ing in the interest of his campa
Globe Bank and Trust company
ent were: Misses Marguerits Lavea
ign
u,
Ethel Harper, Jacey Harper, Julia for railroad eommiesicreer in this dee against C. 0. Brown, dismissed, settled.
Pace, Ellen elanetield, Esther Bane teat.
iMm, and Mrs. Alfred E. Tonk
Jack Potter against R. W. Waggoburg, Pansy Clark, Floosie Clark
e left
,
'last evening for New Orleans
ner, judgment cancelling a deed
11wRinehart, Henrietta Earnb
to
to
atart;
R. Fox, the we'l known Illinois Cen.
Meesrs. John Thompson, Henry Pul- tend the Mardi Gras. From there the defendant and quitting property
tra: car repairer, is ill of complicaMrs.
in
liam, Joe Pace, Charles Thompson
favor of plaintiff.
Ton.ks wen go to Dallas, Texas
,
,
tion!) at her home, 1152 Trimble
• Minnie Pearson et al again
Bezere Thurman, Well ,Rodfus, Veber for a visit.
st Elstreet.
Mr, and Mrs. Quince'sMorgan..
Wallace Mus Carter, administrator, judgment
-W1111, moving Machinery in the
+eft last night for Memphis
where for a claim of $200.
Paducah Traction company power
Mr. \Val:lace will attend the
R. A. Hicks against A. N. RobinHoete
ss
of
annea
Kentu
l
-Fur pi. Pendley ring 416.
cky
Build
ing Apholise on North Second street, A.
meeting of the executive board
son, older of distribution of funds
of the
.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
pointed.
radshaw, colored sustained a bro4003
The prees dispatches state that the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen.
Broadway, Phone 196.
ken leg by machinery falling on
it. Kentu
Altbernran Ed D. Hannan was
cky Jamestown exposition eotnable
-Drink Belvedere the. maste Dr. Frank Boyd dressed the
hum. Flied.
injury.
r
to he at his office yesterday for
missio
trers
'Mettle B. Phillips against T. J.
belie
brew.
appoi
the
nted
Mrs.
--August L. Powell, 1011 South
Cora.
,ftrst time in several weeks.
McReynolds and others to set aside
Fifth street, has been appointed sub- Puce Petrie, of Bowling Green, as
--Upright pianOs from $150
Mr. Clarence MoChord, of
to
hoeteve of the Kentucky build
transfer of property on West Bro ida
Will
J.
stitut
ing,
e mail carrier.
$200, to reduce our stock of slight
ly
and that she has accepted the honor. Gilthert's drug store, is threatened way made when she was a minor.
used pianos we make these offers
-Several negroes have been sum. W.
Mee Penile is a sister of Mr. Wai- with pneumonia.
Mary Frances Petty a,guinst BarT. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
moned to appear In police court to2d-re, G. II. Williams, of Nashv
ter Baxter Par
ille, ney W. Petty, diaurce on the grounds
of Louise:Ye, who
morr
ow for investigation of a fight
-Weedleg Invitations, announcemarried Miss -11.a. • Burnett, of Pu- Tenn., who has been the gue.st of her of drunkenness and the wasting
of
which occurred at the colored Odd
ments an'. every character of
sister, Mrs. T. H. Puryear,
dtteallt. She is a handsome
enof 944 his estate, and cruel and inhuman
and
Fello
graved work is given careful,
ws hall last night.
agreeable woman ofentore than usual Jefferson street, has <returned home. treatment. They were married
perin
sonal attention at The Sun.
W. V. Green, of Paducah,
-Mr. Hugh Boyle, proprietor of rearm and talent,
was in Da videon county, Tone.% N use m her
and will fill the
May-field yesterday on busin
-Sexton, the sign
writer, all The Mecca, Fourth street and Ken- position with the grate and
28, 1897.
ess.
tact
Judge J. T. Webb, of
kinds of sign and advertising wrieng, tucky, avenue, celebrated his fiftieth wheels characterize
Mayfield,
the
Kentucky
spent Monday in Paducah,
fine painting of every charactete in- birthday last evening with an elabo- omen.
Cominteeloner's Sale,
Miss Ckta May Lynn, who
side work and carriage painting and rate spread at his saloon. Many city
has
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
officials attended the spread.
repairing. Phone 401.
John sold property as follows yeara
Wooden Wedding Celebratio
rday at
nFrititleir, of Mayfield *miter-t
-Jim Shaurer was arrested this
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
he guest the court house:
Me. and Mrs. Roliert S. Martin, of
Suit winding up
of friends in Paducah befor
afternoon by Patrolmen Cross and 13e0 Monroe street
at Braeeons, 529 Broadway.
e
return- the Rigg'esherger estate
J..1..1.
WANTED-A young lady that has
, will this even, mill proping borne to Keetrewa.
-Fire company No. 4 was nailed Johnson for breach of peace. He had ing celebrate their wooden wedding
bad some experience in bookkeeping.
erty on South Third street sold to
Clay Kidd, of Padueab, was
In R. T. Lightfoot representi
Address Lock BOX S. S.
to Tenth and Jackson streets yester- got the worst of an encounter with anniversary with a prettily planned
ng heirs
the city Sunday as the
guest of for $36,000.
day to extinguish a smal: blaze iarig- a stranger, and his he-ad was badly party at their home. Symbolleee the
yolin
ESTRAY NOTICE- Taken up as
•
g lady friends. • • • wile_
occasion and. the Valentine seaso
-heating from.a flue at .Mrs. Burnett's brutsed..
Bank of Hazel against
n, ter Beadles went
W.
an
estray by J. T. Jones, living on
to
Paducah Sunday Smith
the house is effectively
---The police are trying to locat
residence. No damage was done.
property on
decorated to spend
e a
Meyers street
the HOuser road, seven miles souththe
day
with
a
young
throu
negro
ghout with hearts. MTS. MariLade sold to Will Hendricks, $700.
who was shot at by another
--Globe Wern:cee tiling cases and
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
west of Paducah, Ky., one heifer one
friend. • • •
Charlie Parker,
all supplies for them, also the beet larkey on the John S. Hopkins yes- amna Mayes, of Mayfield, a cousin
Bank of Hazel
HORSE for sale, bargain. G-eorge year old, with red sides
against
W. B.
of Paducah, visited lady frien
, white back
of
ds
.Mrs.
terda
in
y morning at the wharfboat. He
Martin is present for the &eline of carbons. A full line of blank
Smith, 100 shares of stock In the Skelton, 817 South Fifth
the city Sunday.-Mayffead
and belly marked with crop and one
.
Messen- Arkansas Land
books .and ell kinds of office supplies. applied at the ,city hall when Police vasion, and other guests from Maycompany, sold to W.
ger,
FOR RENT-Warehouse or shop, hole in each ear with no other
„Telephone orders promptly filled. Old Judge Cross was out, and failed to flea' which was Mrs. .Martin's girlA. Berry $2,100.
Second and Tennessee. Phone
MI's,
Walte
r
Mansf
ield
and chil222. marks or brands. Valued by J. R.
hood home, are exbected.
return.
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
Commonwealth
against
Perry
dren, of Fulton, are v:siting
Jones at seven dollars. Given under
FOR
e
libating
and
in
Stove
the
lvood
--Hat
ering
tie Davis, colored, 25 years
-Do not forget the Valentine
Bryant, property on Elizabeth street,
,
my hand as a. justice of the peace ot
city.
437
F.
Levin
.
dunce at Red Men's hall, February Old, died of lung trouble yesterday
sold to Gip Husbands. $90.
Charity Club Tea Called In.
McCracken county. J. R. Thompson,
Me. and Mrs. Joe Wade and
CLO
Mr.
HES
after
clean
nooe
14th, given by
and will be buried this afed and repaired. J.
The Charity club tea annou
Evergreen
Circle.
nced and Mrs. J H. Day, of Fulto
P.
n, spent
Jas. Daffy, Phone 956-a.
ternoon in Oak Grove cemetery.
for this afternoon at the
Tickets 50c.
County Court,
home of Sunday in Paducah.
-Frank ffleitrett: the" tienisie slot '-Mn, Geerge C. Walla
. -You know your calling
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
Charles Pierce, W. it, Hocker and
ce, has been incards
Sheriff William Brand, et
KteCle F.:Fe:1,1E1re; WIG.
MaYiles:d, May Trice were
are correct when they come from The on the Joe Fowler by Watchman Ed- definitely postponed on account
this morning ap- phone 1025, old phone 975.
of was in Peewee yesterday on
busiward.
Lezna
ree
ki two weeks ago, will be
Sun. Script cards and.plate $1.50
liesess of Mrs. Berne F. Camp ness.
pointed approirers to fix the va:ue of
FOR RENT-One furnished room, Made of Gray Hair
a
From
Great
anie to leave the hoapitat next week. bell,
hundred, he Old Eng:nth $3.
property to be gone through In build- 918 Monroe.
Mrs, S. H. Williams and son,
Lady*. Head in Paris.
of
-A meeting of the committee on
ing the Fortson bridge and Matlock
Mayfield, are the guests of Mrs.
FURNISHED ROOM-frent. 'ApH. road in the count
POR SALE- Good
course of study was held east night
investment
Delphic Club Had No Meeting.
y.
H. Loving on Monroe street.
ply 5e9 Washington.
Paris, Feb. 12.-John D. Rockeas arta:ration from persons desir- property. Can rent for $6 per
The Delphic club met this morni
ele. W. H. Parhatn bias retur
ng
feller's new
ned
Parisian
FOR
RENT
ing to be superintendent of the &Ay month. Price $500. Two room house 0,10 o'clock at
made
wig,
-Tw
o
Broa
furni
Appra
dway
shed
iseme
or
unnt,
the Carnegie library, from visiting his sisters, Mrs.
white was held up by the Unite
K. P.
schools were reviewed. The com- on Hampton avenue, lot 40x120. Can but adjourned
William R. Hendricks, Wel J. Ge- furnished rooms. Old phone 2255.
d
without -'having the l-tall, and Mies Eugenia Parh
States custoths officers in New York,
am, in beet and James p
mittee expects to recommend a man 'se rented 415 per month by expendi- 7egular program,
eleeth, appraisers.
WANTED - Experienced
owing to the severe Mayfield,.
.•
white
is composed of hair that grew on the
ture of $200 additional. H. C.
in Meech
this morning reported the appraise- waitress
Hol- alness of Mrs. Bantle Campbell, a
Miss
Miss Virginia Kinney, -h
at Whitehead's restaurant. head
of a Parisian woman who once
was tih
)ment of the stock and
-Place your orders for wedding lins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127. member of the club,
fixtur
es of R.
this winter of
Miss Faith
was a leader of high society. Andre
THREE unfurnishee
invitations at home. The Sun snows
room
s
Broad
for
O.
way,
who made an assignLangstaff, and left on Febru
rent. All conveniences, 949 Harrison. Autard, coiffeur, whose shop in the
ary 1, ment severe:
Welt SALE-Frame residence of
as great an assortment as you fine
weeks ago. Cecil Reed,
fer St. Augustine, Is very ill
Enjoyable Dance.
Rue Castiglione, opposite the Contiat that assignee, was
anywhere at prises much lower than two stories on Third street having
empowered to eta at
WANTED-To buy a cottage for
place from grip, and is in
The dance last evening at
nenta
charg
l hotel, es much patronized by
the
e
of
16
rooms on lot 72x137. stable and
you pay elrewhere.
private or public auction at once. $900
Eagles' hall given by Messrs. Georg a trained nurse.
to $1,,000 in desirable location. the Aneer
Miss
in TM'
ic,ans," says so. Amor(
e
Mg
-Belvedere beer is a home pre ether out-houses, $4,000, H. C. Hotappra
the
iseme
nt
was $1,20.0.
Address A. B., care Sun.
many friends here Who wet
'aoli.idae and Joseph Fisher, was
ought to know, for he made it.
regre•t
a
line, Real Estate, Trneheart Bldg.
duct. Remember that.
very delightful after.
her
illness,
Many gue-is
The richest man in the world or
STENOGRAPHER
having
five
-Get your meals at Wleitetheade felephone 127.
_Marriage License,
Pure present and the eveniu
Mr. and Mrs. Fred 'McCandles
lg• was endered
yearrs
exper
'
s, of
the wig last summer when he
ience
wishe
s
positi
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
on.
Old
W. H. Green to Jessie Green,
joyably spent,
Golconda, are visiting In the
phone 2716.
was at Compiegne. It is declared the
city.
FOR SALE-Four rca mhouse on
days. Nice, polite service guaranacme of the wigmaker's art. Atitard
lot 24x10.5 to alley, two perches, coal
teed.
FOR RENT-4")estere farm in city
Police Court.
Dr. Q. L. Shelton, of Lone
FOR SALE-Cottage of
today told something of bow the
Oak,
4 rooms
One case etas docketed In
-The local. Illtnois Central wreck- '1011Se, etc. Situated on South Fourth who
limits
.
Selen
did
for gardening parpolice
has been sick, is better today
and recenbion hat. Tine.
Rockefeller wig was made. He
.
other court this morning, against Young poase Address X., care Sun.
er has .returned from Graham .station .,treet. Rents 160 per month. Price
said:
W. V. Eaton will leave tonig
room
s
can
"Rockefeller is the baldest man
he
const
ht
ructe
on
d In tS story. Taelor for breech of peace
between Central City and Louisville $500. H. C. Hollins,
in
Trucheart a business trip
. He is
MONEY TO LENID-S. T. Randie, the world. He has
Situated on lot 40x170, good
to. Nashville.
not a single hair
Bldg. Telephone 127.
neigh- charged with seeking Tom
after eitaing up several pieces
Mrle
of
Mrs. le E. efdlt, Miss Ethel
a
T
,
eat
estate and insurance, room No..on his head. Even
Wee borhood in Meehan icsIM rat. $1,200. with a erutch
his mustache has
'bridge iron dropped eu cars.
The wetter was left 3, Amer
ton, John C. Parsons,
ken-Gkoman National bank. fallen ent.
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Tele.
Miss
Elsie
open,
-City subscribers to the Daily
NOTICE.
Waynick, Miss Julia Carmichael
TFOR SALE---One bedroom suite
"All the money possessed by Rockand. phone 127.
REMOVAL or MACCABEES.
Sun who wish the delivery of theft
.
Mr. Sanctum Rappollee.
one couch, one Brussell carpet. Ap- efeller cannot get: him a bead of
of Smith Paducah Tent No. 47 will herepapers stopped must notify our colnatSTAM
P SENSATION.
land, spent the day in the city
ply 1319 Clay. 014 phone 2762.
ural hair. But it can get him someThe Phottocard.
shoptfter hold their regular reviews in
lectors or make their requests
ping.
diA phonocard has been invented by Milli
FURNTSRED rooms for rent with thing almost as good. It cars get him
rect to Tn. Sun office. No &gentler 'he eld Odd Fellows hail. corner
ons of Dollar.. Worth May Not
Woe George Warfield is ill at
a
Germ
an
wheel
or
is
her
findi
without board. Apply 419 South a wig that is a dream.
ng
Fifth
much faand. Broadway. All Sir Kniehto
e
will be paid to stich orders when
Be Destroyed.
home, 533 North Fifth street
"The color of the hair es gray,
vor abroad. A description of the
.
Ttterd street.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co eilease take note* of the °hamar..
novnot
Miss Virginia Newell, who hen
white. It is the color of the
been elty is as follows: For producing the
-Drink Belvedere the Padua...,
JAMES W'ErbLE, R. K.,
hair
WANTED--Position
Albany N. Y.. Feb. 12.- Facts
by
a
suite ill from grip, is
-dry
that
Rockefeller lost. This
much im- phonographic postal card an appara- which are
K. O. T. M. Paducah, Ky.
beer. ,
wig
likely to develep one of the goods salesman tsf long experienee,
proved today.
weigh
tus
s
is
used
boat tho-thirds of an ounce.
which
recor
ds
the
huma
-When you order a rig from n5
n most sensational scandals In the Can furnish good references,
Miss Johnnie Ladd end
It ie exceedingly comfortable.
Miss WIl- yoke upon a piece of pastelsoard of state's histor
-If you have faith enough in
you are talking to one of the proy were made public tolie
of Murray, are
the
form
of
visiti
the
ng
card,
eour
which
enter
,
prise
it is day by the new state comptrolle
prietors or capable clerks .(not
to advertise it, "you .frie
FOR RENt
I
---Your-room fiat, Pie:
e
r,
nds in the city.
claimed, has many advantages
FOR SALE-Five remit 'a-galen
Martin H. Glynn. it Is 'shown that eleetric light and water
driver or hostler) who writes, file: :hall be Or:tined in your faith."
a%
over:
Mrs. Hike Kettler and daugh
, furnished or bath,
ter, writing, ha it cannot be' deciphered , millions of
closets, pantry. privet.. weer
and fills the oredr at appointed time
dolears worth of stock unfurnished.
.
Apply
108
Sout
h
111116LaS
excep
t
AOrna"
by
a
'repr
age
,
laaJ
oducing
in house. hot and cold water
machine.,transfer etemittmilliTrkept
Palreey Transfer Co.
11111alitil
,
ungua
rded
Third
stree
t.
The recording of the human voice
eineelain bath, two imrrhog, three
Is In a storeroom le Green street: that
-The ladies of the Evergreen (lir
- FOR SAI•E-Nlew- boat ---itix41. cabin
done by an ordinary phonograph
et menet.., hatelwood finish,
ele, Woodmen of the World, wide
of over $5,000,000. worth of stamps built
lot
ly(
for gasoline power. Apply W.
simple construction by means of
fronting 100 feet on Broadway
& big Valentine bale at. tied Men's
a were burned at d:fferent paces. the N. Payne
and
, OW* Barkedale Bros.. runni
pencil
with
sapph
a
ire
ng
back 1fie feet to 20 foot alpoint. Tail- only proof of their de.str
hale Thersdey night. It well he one
uction be- Tb,ird and Kentucky avenue.
pencil makes its impression upon a
ley. Very choice locality in the
of the most elaborate over 'e'en in
ing the unsupported statement of
Weld
a
SEND your teethes; to the Fault- End, iii8.5o41.
suitable substance called "sonorinee i $2,50
Pedal's:h.
H. (*. Hollins, True.
0 a year clerk: that no count
less
Press
ing
club,
sprea
d upon the surface of the card, wasmade
302'4 Broadway. heart Bldg. Telephone 127".
E. Jennings has moved his
of stamps destroyed, to High
& Browder, proprietors. Bets
The sonorine, which can be easily deter
Real Estate and Insurance office
mine whether any had been stophones 1507.
spread over pasteboard, possesses allee
Card of thanks.
from Fraternity building memo; the
ti: that the sheets neon which the
the
prope
FOR
rties
of
We wish to express our heartfelt
BENT-Two brick store
a
wax
cylin
street to loer•floor
der, and .stamps first Issued were print
of Trueheart
ed de,howese.
Is in reality the Invention. The signs not
Eleventh and Broadway, one thanks to all who were tie kind to lei
building. No. 524- Broadway.
tally with the sheets that re-etwo_eocy
impre
are
ssed
in
the
brick
form
of
business
a splemalneti; that the clerk was the
-Mr. C. A. McFarland has been
house, during our recant bereavement, the
only Thirt
ral, beginning at the margin of the perso
eenth and Clay'. Peewee Brew- ilineee and death of our belov
appointed
by the Smith-Premier
n who had access to the safety I mg comp
ed eon
any.
card and ending In a very small Mr- depos
:use brother, Earnest Edwa
Typewriter company to succeed Mr
it tattlt. where all the printed
rd.
eta,
Mr
and
Impre
are
W. le Helvey In this district, Mt
and Mrs. Fran k
ssed so deeply that stamps were suppo
FOR RENT-Two story live
Mayer end
sed to be kept
roan.
the stamping by the postal anthem-I- and
McFarland will mantsin his headPa mlii.
that he could freely enter the residence on
Jeffereon street on
quarters at 425 Broadway in Padu
ties can only destroy two or three bank
at any time during the night, street car line, half block front Founcab, KY.
words. The card has ample space for and that
Never judge what a woman
the paper used was kept In taln avenue. Apply W. D. Greer Os
wants
-For tickets to Jackson, Mem
about eighty words.
to do by tile things she does.
an ordinary vault In the office of the C. B. Jennings,
•
phis,- Nashville. Chattanooga, Atlaniprinter who has the contract
WANTED-For IT. AiA
to
ta. call ar NOw City Ticket office, N..
ble.
The "Settler" (in country store) print
CI'T FlAwiats.
the stamps.
bodied unmarried men
•
between ages Clueee Carnations
C. and St. L. Ry., 430 Broadway., op-I see by the paper,. that Rockyfel-1
, per doz. .... Set
of 21 and 35: citizens
posite Palmer house. D. J. Mullaney,
of United Itosee, best grade
lees income Is $1.90'Wry minute.
per dos. .. $1 04
TO WEARERS OF DUNLAP HATS. States, of good, ehare
eter and tem- Roma
City Passenger Agent
The eltorekeeper--Goshi ft •mmet i Saturtbiy,
n
rile:1104, white, per dos. tee
February 101h, will be perate habits, who
keare of the Teenier
keep. him
on the . Jump
A. choke lot of 'Airalelle
makincIpiniaw Ht Bar. t Augun:n..-Au
ma lepilah
kr•naak
i. Ana
arrearreet
,u
tic
beginnersg to bloom.
clouds and rainbows in tier skies;
new and exc./wrier Malay bloats for apply to reertriting
officer: New Icicle
merrow
i
Or pasts their ADS. on Guist of chips
• putt+ flyacinths in pots:
after
spring will he on display.
niend
film
Reuse
, Paducah, KY.
Sky -hooting at •yeitirip
the graver service at the fillareh
Conversation of a good many more
Narcissus in bud, nice for
M
blooming
Take note: The merehrnt wi-,t. is wise e
FOR
RENT
--Th
he members are requested to e b.
e house next to Indoors,
Weer* would be sensible
it eaten e
Knows well just whore to advert:co
-The man you might to he work- the
Greet Southern Tea, and Coffee
present.
To get eisulte-the prep-- taper
Free delivery to any part of
1
lug for Is an ntoleus
the
to meet you ai, company on Second street
-Mre. S. Fox, mother of Mr. J
tiring te us• THIS po:otiar enter%
Apply to olty.
for wNoringtheyt
pleas
es• little man more you ere to meet
igr.
him. Of courwe he ?letterman Distitling
oomp
any,
than an opportunity to act big.
next
51('F1T4er14 111105.
reads the Want Ada
•
Both phones 192.
idgPor.

Vdisse4 $150 404
Ais Week for
$3.50

•
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

GROCERY BURNS
WITH W. Y. GRIFFITH LOSES BUILDING
AND EVITIVE. STOOK.

Lincoln's Life Inspiration !NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Th.Poor Boys of America

Fxpert Engineers Tell President It I. Fire Company No, 41, Gets Mired on FROM SERMON BY THE REV. MOYER LOVITCH, RABBI
hazardous Scheme at the
Tenth Street and Is Delayed
PLE ISRAEL.
,e Best.
Tou Long.

OF

TEM-

Kentucky Postmasters.
-Washington, Feb. 12.— Post/nitstene appointed: Denlel Boone, Hopkins county, Andrew Hogg; Dublin,
Graves county,'Eugene %%Oman

Kills Brother-in-Law.
Madisonville, Ky., Feb. 12.— Be-cause his brother-in-law
would not
let him "take a shot" at a manotho
had not said a word to him Lem Ashby. of Sebree shot and killed George
Wicks at Manitou, a little vlbage
three miles from here. Mr. Wicks
was in Evansville Friday on business
and on his way home he was joined
at Sebree by Lem Ashby, his brother-in-law. It is said here that Ashby
was drinking and inclined to bliarrel.
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Cooper's New
Discovery
Is a God-Send to Suffering Humanity,
Declares'Mr. G. F. Baldwin, prominent

citizen

and manager for the Capitol Lumber Co. He
As much as we may dispute the legislature he was sent to the nationNew York, Feb.12.—A Washington
knows from actual experience what this New
Fire destroyed the building and doctrine of divine election, with a: house of representati
ves. GraduIlapatch to the Press Joys:
Discovery in medicine will do.
stock of W. Y, G;ifiibh, grocer, at its corallaries of predestination and ally, slowly,
but surely, he was beThere is unasealiable authority for Terrell and Thirteenth streets last
fatalism, and eternal damnation, yet' ing lifted up. Not only his own state
Ibe announaement that feegant Ga- . 1/eight at 9 o'clock, the fire start4ng in
studying the history of nations and of Illinois, but all the country was
hm dam at Panama hate been Oran- presumably from a stove. The buildindividuaO we can not but acknowl- beginnine to talk of "Honeet Abls
The Cooper Medicine Co.,
(toned by the government. With the lag was a mow of flames viten fire
Dayton, thee.
edge that some such divine election Lincoln." His contest with Doug:as
collstose of tlais project comes to an company No. 3 reached LI, but the
or selection does manifest itself, and for the eenatorahip in '58, brought
Gentlemen:
"I have suffered
end the leen for three gee:Ira:coke in walls were saved after a hard fight.
that God does seem to choose and se- him forth as a national figure. He
terribly with inflammatory rheulight—a )adder-like arrangement for The bualcMng was vaSued at about
lect certain nations and individuals began to see the situation with promatism for over a year. I have
stesanishaos 85 feet from the $6Cfe and is loaueed. The stock was
to do his special work in the world, rahetlic insight.
tried every rheumatism cure I
Though
seemingly
channel of the (lanai to the huge valued at less 0,11,an $1,040 with $S4)
and to be in a peculiar sense his ser- fighting for a seat in the senate, he
could hear of without receiving
Getup lake.
First District Senator.
lrairrance, and is a total loss.
vant.
any relief. At the time I began
was testy fighting for a bigger and
For several weeks Preident RooseMayfield, Feb. 12.—The Democrat'
Oompany No. 4, Tenth and Jones
taking your medicine I was bed"This is perhaps, what we call more moment uous issue.
He was
velt, Sweeter:es Root and Taft and streets, started for the fire and arle senatorial committee of this disridden but in four days every
Providence in history, but the selec- looking ahead
and
strengthening
Oenator Knox hese gene deeply into rived after the No. 3 had it dile The
trict met in Fulton Saturday night
trace of rheumatism had disaption or election as we calle it, is not himself for a greater contest.
:be Panama canal plans and have delay was due to the truck getting
and called a senatorial convention
peared, and there has never been
made to the exclusion and relection
He was defeated in the senatorial
sought the advice of eminent engin- mired In the mud on Tenth :street bethe slightest trace of its return.
and everlasting damnation of all tee contest, but ee knew that Douglas' for the First senatorial district to
eer% not engaged in government work. tween Adams and Clark streets. The
I consider Cooper's New DiS4
rest of God's creatures, but rather temporary victory was the beginning meet March 12, to nominate a candiThe president soon learned that no sewer excavations tease never setteed.
covery and Quick Reliefs Godto their ultimate :emotion and hap- of his ultimate defeat, and that his date for state senator in this district,
engineer of national reputation would The city street department has been
to succeed the Hon. Henry George.
send to suffering humanity."
piness.
own present defeat would be his fuunquaaifiedSy indorse the great dam notifiedettOolook after the defects
The nominee to be selected by deleat
G. F. BALDWIN,
ture
victory,
"And
and
When
the
many
real issue
and diversified have
and its dependent locks.
once.
gate convention and each county is
Mgr. Yard No. 3, Capitol Lumber Co.,
been the instruments or servants, of came the people had a:ready come to
An engineer of world-wide fame
to hold a mass convention on March
whom God has chosen to do his will look upon Lincoln as the only man,
informed Mr. Reoaeyelit and Mr. Root
1712 New York St.,
12 to appoint delegates to the disSo Many Are.
on earth
He has not selected tee who could meet it. And so, they raisthat, apart altogether fre -n the etaIndianapolis.
trict convention, which is to be held
"Bragley
was
boasting
toasts strong
and *the powerful alone, but ed him higher: yea, as high as they
laity of the dam in the Getuse gale about the air-ship
In
Fulton
14,
on
March
to nominate
he has invented.
the small and weak. Not verily, the could and toe servant prospered.
. candidate.
site lock proposition was et beet . a Know anything about
it?"
Though
rich
and
rehied
exalted,
the
and
elevated
but
the
to
poor
a
and
esky and unnecessary experiment.
"Weil, judging by Bragley's past
That's a strong statement. But it is made by a busithe lowly. The ancients recognized position of high trust, many men still
"The element of tremendou iy in- performances. am
Panther Seen Near Ilardwell
I
incened to think
ness man, who is known throughout the entire state as a
in the strong and powerful and mili- refused to recognize in him a man of
creased cost above the government esFurton, Ky., Feb. 12—News reachit is a hot-air ship." —February Lipman of character and integrity, a man whose word is as
tant alone the instruments of some ability, and a servant with a mission.
timates, shou:d the lacks and drain pincott's.
ed here yesterday that the people
good as his bond, and this man says in a signed statement:
high power, b u t it a•as left for the They ridiculed and taunted himeron
be constructed, was pointed out as of
living in the western portion of Carprophet of the exile to give unto the his unattractiveness.
They would
only minor importance compared with
"I see that some of our scientists
:isle county, near
the
Missiesippi
"I was Bed-ridden and in Four Days Every
world a type of God's servant in the not see a- choaeu one of God in this
;he doubt in resteet of the founda- claim
that death is largely a matter
river 'Olin, are greatly disturbed
Trace of Rheumaiism was Goxe. Cooper's
weak
humble
and
of
circumstance
the lowly, the poor and the man
s. Shuntions for tale dam and the flight of
of habledepending upon thougnt and
and excited over Mrs. Ellis Adams'
humble, the meek and the despised, 1 ning ael pomp and exaltation even in
Discovery is a God-Send to Suffering
New
locks.
all that," he said. "Nonsense," she
seeing a panther near her home,
a conception that was born of our un- his exalted position, they could not
Humanity
."
replied. Del you ever know anyone
three miles west of Bardwell. This
"You're a flirt. You've bees engag- who was in the habit of dying?" — derstanding and sympathy with the understand how such a one could is not the first time citizens of that,
history and strivings of Israel. And have been elected to render the greatCooper's New Discovery costs $1.00 per bottle; six for $5.00. Cooper's
ed oftener than you nave lingers sad Philadelphia Inquirer.
community have been disturbed at I
Quick Relief, the assistant remedy costs 50 cents per bottle. Let us tell you
this type of God's servant has ever service, which the situation required
if
toes," he said, accusingly. "Nonwhat was thought to have been
about these celebrated remedies.
been strikingly exemplified in the life His own frientimiost faith in him as
senate," she murmureJ, glancing at
The theory of telegraphing' by wire
sounds of a panther hollowing occaher rings. "T can count my engage- was practiealty traostrated 10 1775 by of this day, it has been. in the the War_ _progressed. and turned sionaTte for the past seven or eight
against
life
'him,
of
him.
the
anniversary
Unionists
The
of
whose
found
ments on the fingers of one hand,"— Arthur Young long befoOe 'Professor
days, all the way from Berkley to
birth we will be observed by many fault with him because of his antiCleveland Lea.a
Morse was born,.
Mayfield creek, but the animal was
throughout the country Tuesday next' slavery doctrines; the Abolitionists
never seen before. After seeing the
-For Abraham Lincoln was an in- heaped blame upon him because he
anima:, Mrs. Adams was badly frightdividual type of Such a servant of did not crush the Union cause by imened and a number, of families are
God as our osophet pictures. Likel mediately declaring all slaves free.
'talking of moving away from that
the servant of whom the prophet
His own chosen cabinet members section.
The Dignity and Sacredness of Motherhood.
A hunting party went out
saes; "Like a shoot he grew up be- trained in a school of diplomacy and
from Bardwell. but returned only
Cuban Inantrrectoe.
Ostallien on his stock farm for which
Think of the greatest man who has ever lived upon this earth, and fore him, and as a root out of dry learned in the theories of statesman- with the large track of the panther
ship accustomed to the glitter and moulded
Bishop
Werrent G. Candler, just i he paid $500, A negro took his horse
then think of him as he lay, an infant, in his mother's arms. Does it land.".
in a frozen clod of mud.
So may it be said of Lincoln, too, pomp of public life, looked down Among
seem possible that he should have grown, become great in the world's
the crowd of hunters were back from Cuba, tells an Atlanta pa- and rode away, and ever since has
estimate and perhaps had monuments erected to perpetuate his mem- who was born in the backwood,s of with a sort of ill-concealed disdain on Sheriff Rowland and Deputy
had the animal In his possession, and
Sheriff per that the late insurrectos should
ory, and yet that the world should have forgotten even the name of the Kentucky, like a root out of dry the uncouth, ungainly and unlearned Bud Ellis,
the original owner cannot recover his
not have been permitted to retain the property
woman who bore him? The son's work is the mother's primarily and, land, and grew up fir the poor and man who had somehow been raised
or get an adequate payment
(stolen) horses, in their possesslei :for his toes. He sees his horse every
therefore, the recognition of the dignity and tender sacredness of moth- humble soil like a shoot. There was above their heads, anon so they unAre All for Better Roads,
erhood should no longer be delayed. It is high time that this country's nothing in that lowly cabin, situat- dertook to dictate to him and make
at the time of the Taft pacification. day, but cannot touch the animal.
Fulton, Ky., Feb. 12.—The meet- '!A gentlemen in Cienfugos,"
greatest treasures—THE WOMEN WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED LARGELY TO ed in the wilderness far from the in- ?Om the puppet of the cabinet, Out it
he re- This is only one of hundreds of
ing called at the city hall Saturday lates, "told
MAKE IT WrIPAT IT IS—should be recognized.
me that he had a fine I similar cases."
fluence of culture and learning, noth- did not take them tong to learn that
Why should not these good mothers be given the right to vote and ing in that .poor, gaunt unattractive he was the leader and they the fol- for the purpose of dtscussing the
good roads question was largely athave a voice in our government—a right that is accorded to some of the lase that gave indication of his elec- lowers.
tended. It was perhaps the most enmost ignorant, most insignificant and vilest of men?
tion as one of God's servants, who
He Was a man of sorrows, and that
thusiastic gathering of farmers and
It has been well said that "for every monument to a great man would some day
be called to perform kindly face, on which there seemed
there should be a monument to his mother and the mother's monument
business men ever
assembled
In
a mighty task. We° would have ever to have been writ at all times a look
should be built first."
FnIton, President W. S. Shacklett, of
dreamed of beholding in him a divine of Infinite sadness, grew sadder still
But it is not so much the purpose of headaches, dizzy or fainting spells,
the Fulton Commercial club, in a
is
this brief article to advocate the just nervous and easily startled, has gnaw- ly chosen instrument to execute the as there come to his ears the expres- brief, but pointed
address, opened
will
of Providence? But the ways sions of ridicule and distrust, and
rights and privileges due to the women ing feeling in stomach, sees imaginary
the meeting, after which stirring
of this conittry, although it has afforded ' floating specks, or spots before
of
as
Godhe
heard
are
oft
the
Inscrutable
cries
of
grief
surand
from
her
the writer great pleasure to pen the fore- eyes, has melancholia, or "blues,"
*speeches were made on good roads
or a
thousands of wives and witnesses the
going brief tribute to their worth and a eakening disagreeable, catarrhal drain passing our understanding, and we
by the Hon. H. T. Smith, Judge Hercan comprehend them only, and then anguish 4 1 numberless mothers made
just deserts, as it is to call attention to from pelvic organs, she can make
no
bert Carr, the Hon. Ed Thomas, of
the fact that when broken down in mistake by resorting to the
partially,
but
by thee- results and childless by the exigencies of cruel
use of Dr.
the Farmers' Bank, and ex-Mayor
health and strength by over-work, the Pierre's Favorite Prescription.
It will effects that become manifest years War.
to frequent bearing of children, the invigorate and tone up
Jelin F. Fall. A number of visitors
the whole sys- after.
never ending toil, worry and care of the tem and especially the pelvic organs.
Scarcely a generation. Friends,
from adjoining counties, who were
household, or by whatever may overDr. Pierce's Favorite Penscription is And if ever ea destined leader and has passed away since that servant
equally anxious to have good roads
tax the strength and delicacy of her a scientific medicine, carefully
devised chosen servant lacked the externali- did his task and was called hence
sensitive aystein, there is one, tried and by an experienced and skillful
also expreesed themselves. While no
physi- ties that
proven, safe remedy upon which she cian, and adapted to woman's
attract men unto them, and and he has come to stand as our most
delicate
definite action was taken it is genmay rely to regain health, strength and system. Being made of native
American wanted the form and appearance that truly typical American. He is Catel erally understood that a vote
the power to fully enjoy life.
will be
medicinal roots, and without alcohol,. was considered essential to leader- apotheosis of the common
people, t asked for $300,000 bonds.
That remedy is Dr. Pierce'm Favorite it is perfectly harmless in its
The fiscal
effects ship, that man
11111111111Psm
1
Prescription—s remedy made wholly Many condition of the female system.
was Lincoln. For ex- one of he remained until his last day' con t
AIN
will take up the molter at an
Item the roots of native forest plants
I
.1.
He
ternally
there
is
the
was
embodiment
nothing
about
of the postalhint
As
a
powerful
invigorating
tonic,"
Fadate
as
was announced Saturleant'
%tech have been proven to be most
efficacious, reliable and safe in the cure vorite Prescription" imparts lasting that attracted and drew men to bin'., el:Mem of this land. His life story day. The county is thoroughly arous
strength
to
the
whole
eysteni
and
to
the
and
many
might
have
well
testified
point
the
that
way
at first
of woman's peculiar weaknesses, perioda prospec- ed over good roads
and another meet'
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best
ical pains, irregularities, wasting and organs distinctly feminine in particular. sight they felt rather repulsed, but a tive citizen, no matter how lowly and
neighborhood;
;Ing has been called for the farmers
weakening catarrhal, pelvic drains and For over-worked, "worn-out," run- more intimate
t
Have
humble,
just platted Into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
Might
acquaintanc
down,"
study
e
debilitated
and
to
talk
serve his to meet with
teachers, milliners,
kindred ailments. It is a remedy, the
the
Commercial club
makers of which print its formula on dressmakers,*Jeanie reams,"shop-girls,' with him expelled aS1 thought of his country, his fellowmen and his God. Saturday, February
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
23. The roads
every bottle-wrapper and attest its com- house-keepers, nursing mothers,' and unattractiveness of feature and unfeeble
eornen
renera
now
are
ty,
impassable
Dr.
Pierce's
many
in
parts of
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands
pleteness and correctness under oath; a
between,
gainliness of form, and the warm
Use a 'tees KODOL after your
the county and the people fully realremedy devised and adapted to woman's Favorite Prescriptien is the greatest
earthly
Buckner
boon,
Lane
being
Road
heart
meals
unequaled
and
and
ann
Hinkleville
pure
t
as
alone
soul
an
will
of
Gravel
the
be
man
found
Road.
to
Has 4138
afford Ile that something must be
delicate constitution by an educated
done to
Stood revealed and held enthralled a' prompt and efficient relief. KODOL
physician—an experienced specialist in appetizing cordial and restorative
feet
frontage
on
Buckner
Lane
Road,
said
relieve the situation. Meetings will
road
just
As A soothing and strengthening ner- all who came
woman's diseases: a remedy, every illnearly approximates the digestive
to know him.
also be held in every precinct in the
graveled
gredien • which h received the writ- vine, "Favorite Prescription" is unin
front of this land. Has 7.57 feet front on
jnices.
Like
the servant of whom the
It digests what eon eat. It is
ten e • rse ent of t
mord eminent equaled and istierentitahis ht *flaying.
county to take up the good roads
Ilinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
medics rite of all th .'veral schools and subduing nervous excitability, ir- phophei. speaka he was to draw unto sold on a eetaranteed
relief plan. question and
it is almost an assured
of practic to the cure f woman's ritability, nervous exhaustion, nervous him and accomplish the service
Sold
here by Lang Bros.
for
through
the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
fart
prostration,
that Fulton county will issue
neuralgia, hysteria, spasms,
peculiar di s ; a remedy inch
which he was destined, not by the exmore bona-fide
res to its c
bands to the extent of $300,000 for
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
it than St.Vittis's dance, and other distressing,
any other sold by rug ast o
an's nervous symptoms commonly attendant ternal advantages of wealth and staOne He'd Nfissed.
road improvement sifter a vote is talots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mcspecial requiremer
o.
ne upon functional and organic disease of tion of form, but by the innate
Borrowby: "Let see—do I one ken
womanly
the
organs.
which contairus n
It
induces'
re- strength and purity
alcohol
of 'het character* you anything?"
Cracken county. The 20- acres front on •Hinkleville road has
freshing sleep and relieves mental anximake tap
of his heart and soul lord mind; yea,
Delicate,weak, nervous women should ety and despondency.
Morrowby: "Not a cent, my boy.
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
Value of a Newspaper.
especially shun the use of alcoholic
No woman suffering from any of the by the very ungaineness of and un- Going around
paying
your little
"I never took a newspaper that did
medicines which, from their stimulata above symptoms can afford to accept attractiveness of
residence
sites.
his • external form, debts?."
not pay me more than I paid for it.
ing and exhilerating effects may seem, any secret nostrum or medicine of enwhich
enhanced
only
and
emethasized
for it time, to do good, but which, been /mown composition, as a substitute for
Price on the oinklevIlle road front is $100.00 per acre, of
Borrowby: "No, I was going round One time an old friend of mine startthe inevitabie effects of the alcohol in a medicine like Dr. Pierce's Favorite the power nd the beauty of his inner seeing if I had overlooked
anybody.
ed
a
paper
way
down
south
and
sent
which
I
$10 Acre cash and balance In monthly or quarterly payshrinking up the red corpuscles of the Prescription, which is or KNoWN row- self
Lend me five till Saturday,will you?" a copy to me, and I aulescribed jut
blood, are sere to do great and lasting POnsTION and has a record of over forty
ments running five years. All other lots $65 acre on same
In spite of all the difficulties that —February Lippincott's.
harm in the long run. Besides they years of cures and pelts more largely
to encourage him, and after a who
beget a craving for atinoilants which is to-day than ever before. Its makers beset the path, and despite the exterms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference
It published an order to sell a lot at
In
most deplorable. "Favorite Prescrip- withhold no 'secrets from their patients, tremele meager opportunities for adAll headaches go
public Ruction. So I Inquired about
tion" is the one remedy foe woman's believing open publicity to be the very
desirability of lots and first customer)... Itet -4 a8k:
Ceme
vancement and progress that were
When yon grolv wiser
ills which eontains no alcohol.
the lot, and told a friend to ton It to
best guaranty of merit.
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots
his, Lincoln eager to learn and thirstOnly invigorating and nerve strengthbefore
And
I
learn
to
use
Dr. Pierce invitee all suffering women
$50.'He bid the fot off at $38, and it
ening effecta can follow the use of this to consult him by letter free of charge. ing for knowledge, seshoo'ed end
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
An "Early Riser."
sold in less than a month for $300,
famous medicine for women. It can All letters of consultation are held as taught himself, and slowly
but sureDe Witt's Little Early Risers, safe, so I made $262 clear by
you lose opportunity if you fall to take this. On one lot is
not possibly do harm in ably state or strictly private and sacredly confidentaking
the
new
ly advanced and prospered, not so sure pills.
condition of the sostem.
paper. My father told me that when!
tial and all answers are returned in
5-room
house which Is priced at $800 additional to cost of
much
materially
as mentally and
If a woman has bearing down, or plain, pealed envelopes. Address: Dr.
Lang Bros.
he -was a young man be saw a notice
dragging pains, low down in the abdo- R. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Pose spiritually, and gradually and unconland at $65 acre.
in a paper that a school teacher witiel
men. or previa, haekache, frequent Rica! Inetitutte Buffalo. N. Y.
aelously
.
, though it would seem ProHonk' and the world honks with wanted away off in a distant county,1
videntially-. prepared himself for the you; walk and
you walk alone.
and went and got the situation. and'
task that ROMP day would be his. •. 0 A mighty man
may have strength a little girl was sent to him, and at-:,
•
Through the practice of law -ne be for mighty deeds, but a great man
ter a while she grew up sweet and I
gan to rise and to gainsome repute" must have
patience for little ones.
beautiful', and he married her. Now,
lion. He began to be talked about - -Fehrearv Lippincott's
.
If he hid not taken that paper, what
and to be known as an anti-slavery
do you suppose woUld- have become
man hut gradually and slowly.
Sitty yeare ago there were only of me? t would have been some
of
other
There was nothing pnearmiehal and 15(1,000 children
at school In India.
Arp.
precocious in his raise. His greatest Now there
are 4,000,000.
etrengeh seemed to have been ProviFor kilpitatiape_qt— the, lieu
Vg....••••••••••••
"
ti
for. a
ineeeeths
In )teeteng reading market gnotationa.
hassling: great, work. 11c was.
raisiei'
strum many a man poor in person, but it
:itinerant lawyer to a place in the Weyer will
emceed in keeping one
A good way to treat appendacitia is
state asElsiature, and from the state poor in heart without his consent. to cut out the surgeon.
la.
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tiacitache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins

THE PADUCAH ErIZNING SCaNS
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• It struck him that her dress seemed in

PAGE SEVEN.

WATER AMERCE
Hea
rt
GROWING RAPIDLY

NEW SUBSCRIBER&
peculiar harmony with the day and the
room, though beyond that he could not
follow its details. As she paused beList of new subscribers added by
side the table he drew forward a chair
in meet eases are direct results at
is caused by sand-like uric acid crys- the East TelliellieCe Teleph011y Caw.
with e faint touch of awkwardness.
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM
tals from your blood lodging on the patty today:
She thanked hint and sat down.
He watched her iu silence as he
edges of your heart-valvvs so that they
MATION OF THE BLADDER
1667—PHedmen, Juke. L., resipoured out the tea, and the thought
nnot open and close properly. Your
The strain on the Kidneys and in
dence. 419 Neill Se‘en t
crossed hts mind that it was incred- Marvelous
-action
becomes
flamed membranes lining the neoir
Develo
irregular
pment of the
, be. 1015—Joh
ibly long since he had seen a woman
netnn , Geo. Ms, resiBy KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
cau • • rt of your blood leaks back
of the Bladder producing these
preside over a "neat. The deftuessaef
Trade
on
Lakes
—actin q the same way as water in dence, 613 Clay,
Author of "The Circle." Etc.
pains.
her fingers filled him with an unfamil9-03-r—Neihaus, John, residence,
the leaky'eve of a pump
---or these
iar, half inquisitive wonder. So interlEighth and Husbands.
crystals
may
posited
Copyright. 1904. by Harper le Brother
in
the
esting
walls
Was
of
the
sensation
that when
s
she held his cup toward him he didn't Proves Contealion of Rivers and Har- theheart. Theh
isslow to give the 1977—Geagan, R., Residence, 614
immediat
diseaseely
sic
signal of pain. So, if you Clay street.
it.
bors ('tinitress to lic
.•tmein
"Don't you want any?" Site smiled
feel the least unpleasan iiensation in
True.
We have in the eery over 3,000 suba little,
or about your heart, bewa of heart
Scribers or five times as many as the
lip stilled. embarrassed by 1113 own
(continued from Yesterday.)
disease.
Independent company; outside the
tardiness. -I'm afraid I'm- dull," he
live minutes, sir," he said.
There is only one way to clear
4
04
CHAPTER X.
Two doses give relief, and one box
said.
-I've
been
so"city and within the county we have
Ile waited for some response. but
DOES NOT HURT RAILItOADS system of uric acid and be safe
fro
-no keen a worker in the last weekr
N the days that followed Fraide's Lotter gave none. -Again he had
will cure any ordinary ease of Kid,
times as many subscribers as the
found
it; death-dealing effects. You must
For 71 moment be felt relieved. Then,
marked adoption of him Loder the advantages of silence, but this time
ney or Bladder trouble. Remove.
pendent company. Yet it will
give
your
blood
somethi
us
ng
a
that will plac
fresh silence fell, his sense of
behaved with a discretion that it was silence of a compulsory kind.
Gravel, cures Diabetes; Seminal
a telephone in Your residence
dissolve
awkwardness returned. He sipped his
and throw out the uric acid
spoke well for his qualities. He had nothing to say.'
Washington, Feb. 12.—Marvelous
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back.
crystals, wherever they may be. at the a. e rate the Independent oom
Many a man placed In the sonic reThe man, finding him irrespousive, tea and ate a biscuit. He found him- as has been the growitth of traffic
Rheumatism andall irregularities
on 'LIFE PLANT
pany is su
sed to charge, and proself wishing, for almost the first time,
sponsible and yet strangely irresponsi- retired, and, left to himself.
has this power.
Loder
the rai:reads of the United States,
of thelidneys and Bladder in both
long distance facilible position might have been excueed if, stared at the array of feminine trifles; for some of the small society talk that
LIFE PLANT is Nature's owc rem- vide in addit
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
for the time at least, he gave himself then, turning abruptly, he -moved to- came so pleasantly to other nieu. He It is no nx)re marvelous than the in- edy for uric acid diseases. And be- ties which will
able you to reach
felt that the wieition WaS ridiculous. Creaeed tonnage carried on the great
a loose rein. But Loder kept free of nie center of the room.
a box on the No Cure No Pay basis
cause it is Nature's own remedy, it is fully fifty million
ple from your
glanced
He
at Eve's averted head and lakes. A report Just issued by the
the temptation.
Since the day they had talked on the
home.
by McPherson's drug store, Fourth
as
safe
it
as
is
sure.
LIFE
PLANT
I.ike all other experiments, his show- terrace he had seen Eve only thrice laid his empty cup upon the table.
department of commerce and 'labor, gently
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa
washes away the uric add sand
Almost at once she turned, and their
ed imlooked for features wben put fo a and always in the presence of others.
the figures showing the extent
to which irritates and interferes with
ducah, or sent by Mail upon receipt
Call 3.00 for further infor
eyes
met.
working test. Its expected. difficulttes Since the night of his first coming she
whichalake traffic has grown are your heart, or any
of erica to Lark Medicine Co., Lou
"John,"
she
other
said,
organ
"do
you
guess
or
at
smoothed themselves away,while others, had not invaded his domain, aud he
staggering. According to this report part cif your body. Read
Irvine, Ky.
what the 8T. LOUIS „*.
scarcely anticipated, came into protni- wondered what this new departme all why I wanted to have tea with
TENNESSEE
the purely domestic shipments on Mit. D. J. Myers, of Circlevil
your
le, 0.,
Most notable of all. the physical might mean.
MYER PACKET COMPANY
He looked down at her. "No," he the inland seas during December to- writes:
likeness between himself and Chlicote,
His thought of her had been less
"In regard to your LIFE PLANT I heartily
the bedrock of the whole scheme, which vivid in the last few days, for, though said honestly and without embellish- taled 2,003,096 tons, exceeding aimeuhte
.
Ear movements in 19.05 by over 450,- endorse it as the best medicine on the market. I
had been counted on to offer most dan- still using steady discretion, lie had m T
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
curtness of the answer might 00,0 tons
ger, worked without a hitch. He stood been drawn gradually nearer the fasand those of 194)4 by nearly invite any 3uFferet to writ.. me for further information
have
Cirs,leville,
at
displease
Ohio."
d
another
woman. Eve a
literally amazed before the sweeping cinating whirlpool of new interests
million tons. This wonderful
No matter what ailment you may
credulity that met him oil every baud. and new work. Shut his eyes as he seemed to take no offense.
growth
in traffic was due almost en"I
had it talk with the Fraides tobe suffering from, write your sympMen who had known Chtieote from his might, there was no denying that this
tirely
to
the
inadequate facilities furrn
day," she said, "a long talk. Mr.
youth, servants who had been in fits moment, KO personally vital to him.
toms fully to I. J. Mizer, M. D.,
Fraide said great things of you, thiege ished by the railroads for the transemployment for years, joined Issue In was politically vital to the whole counPresident of the Life Plant Co., Canwouldn't
I
have
believed
portation
from
anybody
of
suppiies.
the unquestioning acceptithee. At times try and that by a curious coincidence
ton,- 0., and he will send you his
but
Mr.
Fraide."
She
altered
her
paid
Some idea may be gained of the personal advice,
the ease of deception bewildered him. ('hileote's position well nigh forced
tion and looked from Loder's face back
free. Our very valThere were moments when be realizee him to take an active interest in the lute
proportions to which this :ake traffic uable book—GOOD
the
tire.
HEALTH— Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
situation
.
Again
and
again
the sugthat, should circumstances force him to
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
He took a step forward. "eaten has grown when it is known that ia mailed free to anyone on request.
gestion
had
arisen that should the
a declaration of the truth, he would
A. W. WRIGHT,
things?" lie said. He was almost 1906 shipments, exclusive of exports THE LIFE PLANT
Master
smolderi
CO., Canton, 0.
ng fire in Persia brettk into a
not be believed. Human nature preashamed of the sudden, inordinate to Canada, aggregated
EUGENE ROBINSON,
7'5,610,69.0
Clerk
fers its own eyesight to the testimony flhmue Chilcote's commercial interests satisfaction that welled up at her
net tons, more than 8,0,00 1,000 tons
This company is not responsi
would facilitate - would practically
Virginia's Creditable Showing.
ble
of any man.
words.
Mei-ease over the previous pear. DurIt is satisfying and gratifying to for Invoice charges unless collected
But in face of this astonishing suc- compel-his shinning in in the cam"Oh,
I
mustn't
tell your' She laughed ing 19
by the clerk o• the boat.
,06 the vessel clearances from observe in the published
MICIIVELRY
cess he steered a steady cour;ie. In the paign egalust the government.
and tabulaeThe little incident of the tea table, a little. "But you have surprised him." all ports on the lakes
first exhilaration of Fraldens favor, in
aggregat
ed
lists
ed
of the lynchings of the year
She paused, sipped her tea, then looked
that will charm ana delight the the first egotistical wish to break down recalling the social side of his oblige- up__ again with
a change of expression. 81,271, while in 19,05, 79,90S ves- 1906 that the name of Virginia doin
judge of line gems. Rings, Brooch- Evens skepticism, he might possibly Hone, had eronsed the realization of
sels were cleared.
(To be Continued.)
not atmea.r. This is partly becaue
1.
2
greater things. As he stood melitative•
es, Ornamental Combs. alkISS, have plunged into a vortex of action,
One notable feature of the traffic, we have a population trained to obly in the Middle of the room he saw
let it be in what direction it might;
Bracelets, etc.
suddenly how absorbed he had become
as shown by the government report, servance of law and order and partly'
but, fortunately for himself, far ChB,
(Incorporated.)
Is the fact that mostly all the freight because we have had governors with '
cote and for their scheme, he was liable In these greater things-how, in the
NIRO,31I-3111 Brulvay, tat MOLL/
WATCHES
SACRED SERPENT.
1,1 carried in vessels during 190-6 was cotirage and energy to deal sternly 27 colleen,
to strenuous second thoughts-those swing of congenial' interests, he had
in tg Stales POSITIONS iS
of low gryide. The -lake vessels re- with mobs and -to defend the dig- I latirAecl
i LOT money tort'ripPlcLoA
wise and necessary curbs that go fur- been borne insensibly forward., his canclile0 47
.
Ch 1 1!:
pacities expanding, his intelligence asfor Ladies and Gentlemen, in gold. ther to the steadyin
lieved the railroads- of the problem nity
g of the universe serting
of the .commonwealth at all raaah,a's arm,=ST. Can . or Noe
itself.
tor
He
had
undeniab
so
ly
Miter or gunmetal. Cigarette Cases, than the universe guesses. Sitting In
of carrying this low grade freight, hazards and at any cost.
May atal°11"'
The Sacred Serpent of Zia Pueblo
Match Boxes, Cigar Cutters, etc. AU the quiet of the heuse on the same day found his sphere that the idea of usurthus leaving the rail lines free to Virginia maintain her
pation had receded. gently as by natu- s at large.
honorable
sorts of dainty pieces of silver for ray that be had spoken with Eve on the
handle periethabee goods and manu- position, as a Southern state exempt
ral laws until his own personality had,
terrace he had weighed passibilities
least
At
"Lady's" dressing table.
thie
THE
is
the
report
brought
begun to color the day's work.
factured
articles
which
demand from this crime during 19417 and all
slewly and cautiously. Impressed to
AND CURE THE LUNC
As this knowledge canto he wondered to Albuquerque by a'n official of tae quick delivery at markets.
yearn
to coine.--e-Riehmond News8
the full by the atmosphere of the place
Despee
quickly if it held a solution of the Indian 'service who has just returned the
WARR.EN & WARRING'.
-aid rendered by lake navigation, leader.
that In his (wen could never lack charpresent little comedy; if Eve had seen from the Zia neighborhood. Accordacter. however dull its momentary busihowever, the railroads were unable
WITH
oviutt others, he knew, hail observed- ing to his story,
the famed holy snake I to care for the traffic
ness, however prosy the voice that fill- that
Willie wailed and Winnie wheezthat remalend,
Chlicote was showing a grasp of
which
tradition says nas been trans- entirely owing
ed it, he had sifted impulse from ex- things
to the fact that the ed, wnile
Wintry
that he had not exhibited for
winds
whined
pedience as only a man who has lived years.
Then, as a sound of skirts came ferred from pueblo to pueblo for United States has not made provision weirdly. Willie wriggCed while Winwithin himself can sift and distinguish, softly down
many
generations, has escaped the :for the extent
ONSUMPTION
the corridor, lie squared
P;ies
of water transporta- nie wheezed wretchedly. Wisdom
and at the tinge of that first clay his his shoulder
and
50e f. $1.00
s with his habitual abrupt eternal vigilance pf the Indians and tion that present day commerc
e de- whispers winter winds work wheez"I tried all kinds of blood remedies which Tailed progrimme had been formed. There
Free Trial.
gesture and-threw his cigar into the has escaped from the, estuta in Zia mend s,
to do me any good but I have found the sight thing
es. Wherefore we write, "[Tee Kenneat lint. bly fore was foil of pimple* and black- must be no rush. no headlong plunge, fire.
Surest -ad Quickest Cure for all
head.. After taking Case/Arabi they all left. I am
where
it
said
is
have
to
been
worvultinuing the one of them and recommending he had decided. Things must work
Of the different articles transport- dy's Laxative Cough Syrup." Nothing
THROAT and LUNG TROUP.- Eve entered the room much as she shipped by the
Meek to my friesda. I feel
villages for many
elven I else n the around. It was his first expedition
momies. liop• to have•flne
LES, or MONEY BACK.
ed by vessels during the last year, else so good. Sold by Lang Bros.
chine, to recommend
bad
done
on
former
her
visit,
but
with
Cascarets."
years.
Nearly
100
Indians
into
are
the
new
out
country.
on
and
It lay with one difference-in passing
Fred C. Witten. 76 Elm St.. Newark, N. J.
flour amounted to 1,3414,979 tons;
Loder the foot,
on horseback aud on wagons,
fate to say *whether it would he hls quietly
held out her hand.
graim, and flax seed to 4,211,107
A little three-year-old was on his
last.
best For
Ile took it as quietly. "Why am I so with nets and other appliances, in a tons; coal, 17,,57,5,9
PADUCAU
AND
11 tons.; ore and first visit to the country. His mother EVANSVILLE,
lie had been leaning back in his seat, houored?" he asked.
desperate,search for the venerated
The Bowels
minerals, 43;000,449 tons; loge and allowed him to go out and see the
Ms eyes on the ministers opposite, his
She laughed a little and looked across reptile to which. if oft-repeated ruCAIRO LINE.
lumber, 3.993,165 tons, and u.neless- fowls fed and the cows milked. Soon
arms folded in Imitation of Chileote's at the tire. "How like
a Mee: You mors be trUe, human sacrifices have
(Incorporated)
Hied freight, 7+,405,013 tons. It will he came running to her in great exmost natural attitude, when this fintli
been offered by the Pueblos in the
peculation had Come to him, and as it
be seen from this classification that citement and concern. "Mania, macourse of their esoteric riles.
(nine' his lips had tightened for a molake traffic in no way entered into ma," he called, "the calf is eating up Evansville and Paducah Packets.
ment and his face become hard and
The pueb:o is on an eminnece on competition with
railroad lines, but the cow!"
cold. It is an unpleasant thing whet;
the banks of the Jemez river. about rather acted as a
valuable auxiliary
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good. Do Good, a man first uucensciously reckons on
forty miles from Albuquerque on the in caring for the
Never Sicken, Weaken or (tripe, Ilk. tic. We. Never
Piles of people have Piles. Why
heavy traffic for
the weakness oranother, and the look
sold in bulk. The genuine
teblol
stomped
CCM
trail to Jemez Hot Springs. It is one which the roads were
Unoranteed to cure or your money hack.
that expresses the idea is not good tit
unable to make suffer from piles when you can use
..ElterlIng Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 595
of the most interesting and pictur- provision.
see, lie had stirred uneasily, then his
DeWitt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel
(Daisy Except Sunday.)
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES Ups had clotted again. He was
esque of the Indian villages.
tenaThe report hoists.-s up the con- Salve and get relief. Nothing else so
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
cious by tuttpre. and by nature iutolIt will be remembered that a grisly tention made by the national
rivers good. Beware of imitations. See that Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evansof weakness. At the that sugtale of the worsnip of this snake was and harbors' congress that
IVIENANDINORILII (wain
water the name is stamped on each box. ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
gestion
reckonin
of
g upon Chileote's
ras Maltfor uneaten.
brought to the ears of the Bernalillo transportation in no elite
auebaress.istheniaatteat lapses his mind had drawn back in
will
Special excursion rate now in efinjetre Sold by Lang Bros.
lrrflM5S ST Siserstioe.
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°7:74
tars.
of, miliattlitl .1lajeWelwe disgust, but as the thought came again
fect
prosperit
d
from Paducah to Evansville and
y
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orjessie
tember, 1905. A man whose name was of the railroads. In fact
,Avoid late hours: when the clock return, $4.00.
the disgust had lessened.
st buttCattnetas. emit or
it will stimElegant music on the
In it weeks-two weeks, perhaps -ChBnot made public, appeared before the ulate all lines of business
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
and permit strikes 23 it k time to co to bed.
otlijealeleeti
cote
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wfwPWN
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place.
grand
jury and asserted that he nail the railroads to handle quickly
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by ea
and
would begin the routine of the affair.
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traar
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4
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been to:d by a man who lived among efficiently high grade class
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
of freigh
Chlicote, (reels front Indulgence ane
the Indians that babes were being while the lower grades; are
taken care
freedom, would find his obligati ,:is
killed by the people of Zia and offer- of by steamboat and barge. This
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
thousand times more irksome thaa beBrookport, Ill.
ed as a sactifice to a great snake, of view is entertained by wines
landings at S O. m. sharpe, daily, exfore: he would struggle for a time.
-of the
Rates
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Everithing 0 II
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Ginncept Sunday. Sneersl excursion rates
United
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D. A. Bailey, Prop.
creted In a cave or estufa in the vii- States, among them James
A shadowy smile had toweled Lonow in effect from Paducah to Cairo
J. 141:1,
METROPOLIS,ILL.
der's lips as the idea formed itself.
(age or near by, wn.ose lair had never President of the Great Northern
and return, with or witnout meals
railThou would come the inevluble rebeen discovered by any man save cer- reed, who has done more for the
and room. Good music and table unFewest and best hotel in the city call; then in earnest be might veuture"
tain of the Indians. The witness is northwest then any one than.
sutpassed .
to
put
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baud
the
plow.
to
He
never
Pates $2.00, Two large samplc
said to have told a Sensational story
For further information apply to
The national rivers and harbors
indulged in day dreams, but mometbine
!o:me, Bath rooms.
declaring that his Informant had pos- congrees is
homed to TWO sad Keenly, S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Electric In the nature of n vision had flashed
continuing in its efforts
itive knowledge of this barbarous to obtain from
ignts. The only centrally locate? over his mind'In that inetant. Ile had
the federal govern- Book BInding, Bank Work, Leg. Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
seen himself standing in that same
practice of the Zias. There was not ment an a'nntral
Fowler-Crunibaugh & co's. office.
1 otel in the city.
appropriation of
•nd Lihrerv Wnrk 'merle Its
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bored, then hesitatingly transformed
den
fy any eqien.
veloping
the rivers and
rborsc of
under his personal douiluatim. under
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The scy of a huge sacred snake the United Staten
the one great power be knew himself
Ins id of disto possess-the power of eloquence. always.. want to begin with reasons. of the Pueblos which lived on human covering in the' railect
an oppook
The strength of the suggestion had Let's have tea first and explanations flesh has been handed down from the Hoff to their aline, the organiza
tion
after."
She moved forward toward the dimmest. traditions. According to
been almost painful. Men who have
the has found strong support
attained self repression are occasion- table. and lie followed As he 'lid so story,
the snake, of immense size
ally open to a perilous onrush of feeland hundreds of years old, has been
afathematical.
ing. Believing that they kuqw them,transferred from village to village,'
-There Is a youngster in Washingselves, they walk boldly forward to_leaving behind it a frightful record of ton, the son
ward the highroad and pitfall nlike.
of a distinguished mathmortality among intents offered up to ematician,
These had been Loder's disconueciwi
who has frequently evinc'deg." and speculations on the first day
Its sensetlable appetite to appease the ed a dispositi
on to fonow in the footof his new life. At 4 o'clock on the,
wrath of the spirit supposed to pos- step; of his
eminent parent.
ninth day he was pacing with quiet
sees the serpent. It is said to have
One day the lad was glaneIng over
confidence up and down Chileote's
been at one time in the pueblo of a volume of
Tennison's' poems,when
study, his mind pleasantly busy aud
:Santo Domingo: to have been taken he came upon
Gold Shell Crowns
his ohms comfortably alight, when he
the line:
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$1.00 up rupted ty
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the entrance of a eery:tut.
league half a league, half a
Silver Fillings
The man Cattle softly into the room,
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league onward
drew a small table toward the fire and
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All work guaranteed.
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e,
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snake worship of the ancient Asters. man Tennyso
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The report that the snake has cc- ing?"
had grown to end silence a very useful
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'aped and Is being bunted by a large
tennmodity. To wait -and let things
fluaranteed to cure chapped
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it with 'rnt, It Is worth $1.00.
develop was the allittPle he oftenest
part of the population of Zia conies the father, aennhate
are yen' thinking
Each. person is limited to one
hands, roughness of the akin,
assumed, but on tele 41.casiim he wee
from a reliable source. If anyone of?"
coupon for each fob of plate or
perplexed. Ile had not nag for tea,
etc.
finds or sees snakes in Albuquerque
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bridge ,work only. Until atter
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en?"- Exchange
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SENATOR BENNETT
TO BE SECRETARY

••••*•lita.-mokel•

-

T1114: PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
OVERREACHING HIMSELF.

Probable Selection by Republican State Committee

AT.

ENGINEER MISSES
liget ActotDEATH BY AN INCH Afind yo-ta "tame,a miernlintz •
Anti Will be in Hospital For
a Month
. .
John Ryan Struck By Steam Shovel
Filled With Coal in Illinois
Central Yards.

Meets at Galt House Thursday and
Selects Succeseor to Thomas
Walker.

POSTMASTER

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12.

LEXINGTON

JUMPED AND SAVED

4

HIS LIFE

Loakeville, Feb. 12.—Considerable
--Death in a most horrible.. form
Interest is attached to the meeting of
brushed by Engineer John Ryan( in
the Republican 'state central committhe Paducah Illinois Centraltshop
tee, which has been called for next
yards thie morning at 1:30 o'clock.
Thursday at the Galt House in betasBut for the harsh clanking of deeine. Owing to the fact that the
fective machinery, and a warning cry
committee will likely call a convenans'ingtseas
from Engineer Thomas Heath, of the
tion of the nomination of a state
eeseCesereac
--e-eaala-slecoal hoist Ryan might today be, lyA575ufi" a te
7
?/
4
.
"
ticket and at the same time fix a
ing in the morgue, As it is he is in
date for the convention, tne, interest
the local nailroads hospital with
a
in -the meeting is state-wide. It is
broken toe on his left foot, a broken
expeoted that every member of the
bone in his right foot and severe
comm t tee will be present in person,
bruises in his back and shoulders,
send probaley a iturtdred or more lewdinjuries which will confine in for at
lug Republican politicians throughout
least two months.
the state will attend the uweeeng. All
Ryan was struck by 'the sbovel of
persons who have Intimated abet
the self-propelling coal hoist used in
they would likely be candidate; becoaling engines In
the Paducah
tifore the convention wil be on hand.
yards.
The
fact
that
he jumped
In accordanne with the old custom,
aside accounts for his existence towell:posted R-eptiblican th! k
that
day. Unconscious of any danger Ryan
the committee wili call mass county
was standing on the right side of
coaventions to eelect de:egates to a
his engine, No. 291, oiling her up
state convention, with the possible
while she was being coaled preparaexception of the large citiee, where
tory to taking out the east bound lomass conyestions in the legislative
cal at is:30 o'clock this morning.
districts eniiis he sailed._ The prevailThomas Heath
was operating tete
ing opinion is that the state convenhoist and grabbing up a shovel full
tion will be set for an early spring
of coal from a car, turned the swingdate, probably some time in. May. It
ing atm towards the engine. Suddenis assented that an easly spring Conly a hitch occurred and the shovel
vention wouni meet the wishes of
hung suspended above the engineer.
the people out in the state better
Mr. Blades (suspiciously: "See heah. yo' Jackson. wha ani It iiiit ehery Ohm I g1 to' aces yo' draps out?'
Heath cried out a warning.
Mr. Jackson: "By per disgusted look, Mistab Blades. Data de tame look yo' sprung on me lag' week when
than one in the middle of the, sumWith a swish the loaded bucket,
to' aces raked malt las' quartah, sale"
mer, when farmers are experiencing
weighing over a ton, dropped. Ryan
their busieint season in the growing
jumped but not soon enolfgh. The
ntaineartaaaigaineneniannesaaaninneatilaKenannaent , sore from tellers getting into them,
The good man became facetious.
crisps. The fact that the Democratic
and I was generally prette well used
"Why, .we're all sick," he laughed. Iron bucket struck him in the back
state ticket has already been nomtLife as a Coal Passer.
up. Other men had been relieved of "The captain, the first officer, the and knocked his body aside.
fluted gives an opportunity of calking
ft, duty at different times, and it seems cook and what not. We're
Horrified hostlers and -yard eman easly convention.
terribly
1
neneleasaineneline:eIeneanin-:-anensnisaneeenenan
ed to me that my turn, was due. I short-handed. If you don't keep your pioyes, who witnessed the accident,
Secretary Walker's Successor.
His
watches the ship simply won't go, rushed to Ryan's. assistance.
The call to go up the ladders was went to the doctor.
Outside of seitteg a date for the
state convention, the most important the sweetest souni I heard through"Well he said in English. I dwelt and Heavens knows when we'll see body was found lying where it had
been knocked, and the shovel lay,
matter before the committee at its out tne trip. First, the men to re- mainly on my sore eyes, telling him premerhaven."
I smiled a very sickly smile, and w:th its :oad half spilled against the
meeting will be the nelaction of a lieve us would dome clattering down, how the heat inflamed ahem.
permanent secretary of the committee and soon after we were free to go
"Let me see them," and he Carew retired. If the old "Elbe" was so hard engine, badly broken.
When the authorities and their 110 square miles and with a depth
of
Ryan could not move, although he
to succeed Thomas L. Walker, 1•410 back agart to daylight and fresh ate back the lids in turn, washing out up for propulsion power that
my
assistants who were engaged in de- more tnan le0 feet. Passage up and
conscious.
was
He
was
placed
on
weak
a
has been appointed poetmaster
services*
were
unequivocally
each
eye as if it had been a marbleat There was generally a shout of gladtermining a plan for the Panama can down to and from this lake. will
necessary, then of course I must do stretcher and carried to the hospital al declared
Lexington. The office of secretary ness on such occasions, the firemen top table.
in favor of a high level effected by means of duplicate flightin/
where an examination was made. He
of the committee is a saiaried one. being quite as happy as the inexperi"How about them now?" he ques- my utmost to save the lives, perhaps.
lake as its central section to be emce- of locks, each flight consisting either
e
and h-as been since 1904. when Mr. enced trimmers. My little Italian tioned, after throwing
the precious freigie in the cabins will be conbned two months,his phy- ed by lofty flights
away toe of
of stairs which are of three locks of 28 1-2 feet lift Or
—but, oh! lid* I wished I had re- sicians fray.
Walker was elected to the posit-ion. friend used to sing"Santa Lucia" on blackened c:oth. It would
virtually what locks by which ships of two locks of 42 1-2 feet lift each
have paid
Ryan is 32 years old and makes
mained in Hoboken, bee done eny-1
The secretary has charge of the office nearly every cliinb bathwards and to tell him that
are fo mount and dismount are, in- Each lock will be large enougn to
they were better if
thing but become a coal passer! — his home in Central City. He is wee stead
of the committee, with-ti is kept open bunkwards. A waan-down awaited all 'only to keep him
of a sea-level channel, they took accommodate the largest ship in the
from going at them
known here and the accident as deSuccess.
continually in the Illinois Life build- of us at the top, and soon after a again.
world.
upon 'hemseives a great risk.
plored. Engineer Heath came here
ing, Fifth and Market streets, in sumptuous meal, in quantity and
"Oh, but my lame back!" I repliIt would naturally he supposee
The sea-levei. plan involves the
Louisville. Mr. Walker will not as- wholesomeness certainly as good as ed, glad to shift' the doctor's
In the Garden ot Eden—Adam from Princeton off a pile driver out- simplest
attenthat such an enormous dam, supportsort
of
digging.
When
comsume the dut:es of postmaster at anything given the saloon
passen- tion in that direction. The worst he (retiring to dinner) to Ele—"Good fit to run the coal hoist one week
pleted would give a direct "andsafe ing the waters of a considerable lake
ago. The accident was not due to
Lexington before March 1, yet he is gers. The head-fireman insisted on
could do to my back was to put 'a heavens! Oh, these women! They
transit from sea to sea, but while and the snips on its waters, would be
carelessness on the part of Heath.
anxious to eeve isouieville in order our eating all that we could. He piaster
on it, I reasoned, and this can't leave anything alone. You have
this was understood it was declared built of solid masonry and on bedTne steam shove: was taken to
to familiarize himself with the affairs wanted able-bodied, well-nourished wouid almost
certainty relieve me of' gone and made the gala out of my
that
it would consume too much time rock. But it was found that bedrock
of his new position. He will leave trimmers on his staff: and I. at least,
the shops and repaired and is again
'Sunday clothes!"
;one watch at least.
to dig it, and the greateet part of the is 200 feet below sea-level, and this
in use.
just . as soon as his successor is often had to eat more than I wanted,
"Don't stoop so much " was all
digging could be saved by taking ship would require immense excavations.
chosen,
This Is the second accident hapor really needed.
the would recommend. "What else?"
One of toe greatest mistakes of
over the intervening hill at Culebra. The prospect of so much digging
pening
since
the
hoist
was
brought
Looks Like Bennett.
"Well, doctor," I pursued. "I'm this age has been the substitution
One day, I decided to try' to escape
All tnat s required to do this is scared off the engineers who are exThere seems but little doubt that a watch. The night before I hardly sick. sat all over. I need at least of the church as an institution for here from Mounds, Ill. Yesterday
to dam up the Chagres river at Gatun pected, if not actudlly ordered, to
the
whistle
and
of
cab
part
the
were
A. S. Bennett, at
present senator slept at all, nrv eyes were painfully one 'watch to rest up in."
the church as an inspiration.
and construct thee a lake 85 feet make a quick job, and so the bedrock
knocked off an engine.
from the Ohio eounty district, will be
above the sea and lift the ships up to foundation is not to be thought of.
chosen as Secretary Walker's succesIt on one side and let them down on Moreover it is considered cheaper to
'HOTEL ARRIVALS.
sor. • Although James Conyers, of
the other. As digging is the great make an earthen dam than, one of
Palmer—E.
JacobaNew
York:
W.
Glasgow. has signified a desire for
•
P. Cemeford, Cairo, line A. C. Wade. bugbear of the work that must be stone or concrete, instead of bedrock
the place, the prevailing opinion
N•aerhvilte; L. N. Bond, Memphis; M. dispensed with as much as poasible, it can rest on clay or sand.
among the Remade-am kaders ii that
Since it has been concluded that
RIchmond•
St. Louis; P. A. Janis,St. and so ail foundations which ought
Senator Bennett ,s the logical man
leouls; H. L. Hunter, New York; J. to rest on tne solid bedrock are to a dam or wall of earth half a mile
Senator Bennett 6 now i•n Louisville
be laid on slay or sand, as the bed- thick at thg bottom and 100
M. McCandless, Memphis;
feet
W. /a,
and Is thoroughly familiar with the
thick at the top will be sufficient do
Martin, Greenville; J. L. Clifton,New rock is too far down..
conduct of the 011ie, owing to the
York; S. J. Winston, Holcomb, Idoe • The'New York Tribune, which is dam and control the Chagres river,
fact that he has hed Much to do with
R. M. Wood
Philadelphia; C. C. fully committed to the lock and dam the problem is simple enough. The
attending to the filing of the emits in
Kemper,
Owentoni
W. M. Crooks, scheme, seems to be a little distrust- engineers find if Getun at a depth of
the state testing the censtitutionality
Evansvilie; C. U. Samuelson, Cleve- ful of building on the sand. Says the fifty feet a thick stratum of whaf is
of the new redistricting measure enTribune: "Gatun appears to be the termed "soft rock," and is probably
land, O.: C. W. Blodgett, Chicago.
seted at the last sesilon of the ;tideBelvedere—Guy Oelse,Owensboro; crux of the present isthmian cans: an indurated clay or sand, and they
la t me.
I.,. E. Leek, Joppa,
C.Thomp- scheme, as Culebra was of De Lessep's believe that will be a good enough
"It atioirld he out of the question
son, Hendersone _ Q. F. Moore, SL enterprise RIO as Bohlo was of the foundation.
Probably „few would
to consider any wrier person Mr the
Louie:- R. L. Bishop, Louisville; J.R. second French essay. and It may pro- question it if that indurated formaplace but Senator Bennett," said a
Lowe, Louisville: J. C. Kinley, Cin- perly be reckoned the greatest of them tion extended downward to the bed-,
well known Republiean and federa:
cinnati;
L. D. Ginger, Mt. Vernon, am. At Culebra there was no novel rock. But that, apparently, it does not
officeholder yesterdey.
Is well
problem, but merely the excavation do, for there is between it and the
equipped' nor the position ad is thorNew R:cirmond—H. A. Gee, Hin- of a cutting precisely like Innumer- bed rock a stratum of softer material,
oughly -acquainted with the politico
•
klevil.le: Jasper Buse Kuttawa: Guy able others in the world, save that it perhaps of mud. The question then
of the state. Ile has made such matTisdale, Barlow; Otto
Frienald, wozed he larger than, any of them. arises whether that layer of "soft
ters a study and in the ()Mee of secGreenville Mae.; A. W. Lee, Chica- At Bohio there was the problem of rock" is sufficiently integral and imretary of the committee ire would be
go; Hugh Staff, Kevin
Nick Jen- constructing on a foundation 165 feet pervious to sustain the dam and locks
Of inoateulable value to the party at
nings, Waverlye J. 11. Williams,Tam- below sea-level a dam rising 150 feet andsto prevent the impounded floods
the corning campaign. The work,of
pa. Fla.; R. L. Penn. Barlow: G. E. above sea-level, which should create from /risking a passage down to the
an efficient eisoretery. is most fleeciest
Simmons, Hinkleville; T. S. Vickers, an artificial lake some miles In ex- softer stratum below and thus perduring a campaign. I am sure that
tent by impounding toe waters of one haps undermining the whole work.
liamletaburg, III.
be w II; scarcely hive any opposition
of the most ungovernable streams in
Here aeetits to be set forth an elefor the place. I think all the mem
the world--a river which sometimes ment of doubt, uncertainty and !granTAFT FAVORS CONTRACT bers afethte-tommittee rsatiai his
FOR WILDING CANAL. rises twety feet in as many hours. ance that le to enter Into this greatworth."
Sonie men who were conflaent at an est engineering work since toe EgypWaeningion, Feb. 12 -Secretary early date that the Bohio dam was tian pyramids, and at a cost
that must.
At ale end eif a weary, net aftcr•
Taft. Chairman Shouts, of the isth- quite practicable later regarded it an have rivaled that of all the
Mantic
noon th.c Sunday school superintendmian canal commisaion, and R. B. quite impracticable. Tne proposition building done by the
ancient Egypent introduced a flatter, and asked
Rogers, arterial connivel for the com- at Batun is much like that at Bohio, tians. Rut their wbrk
has withstood
Win to sty a few wonde. He arms'.
mission. appeated before the house but much larger and more difficult." all the destructivn forces
botn 9f nawith a smile on his face, and remarkcommittee on interbeate and foreign
Gatlin is worth a little considera- ture and of man for thousands of
tommeirce toilet to explain tees pro- tion here. It is the point at, which years. But will the
Gatun dam and
• "1 hardly know what to sat."
hosed canal contract, Secretary Taft the line of the canal leaves the allu- locks founded on
sand or clay surimeantin a I:aping yoke came from
stated positively that be was in favor vial plains and swamps and enters vive a single generation
of men, miteh
the rear of the school:
of that propoeed contract as it now the hilly country. It is propoted there less a century.
Nobody can answer
"0. they 'Amen.' title __and __Ahlt
stands. He mid' that he believed to dam the Chagres river ata polot this tine/ellen.
But the element of
4n."---ddondon Daily News.
that with the highest class of con- where it is very much larger and more doubt, is an
serious that something,
tractors in charge the work can be Ilitractabie than at Rohl° so as to ought to be
done flA eliminate it 'from
tiernieny's loss in the number of
done more rapidly under a contracticontrol its; waters and to create a Iota great
enterprise.--New Orleans
.steep reached 68 per cent. In the
thee by tthe government.
trine artificial lake, which shall 'form Picayune.
•
years tenie to 1904. Argenane cornnert,-of the camel; This dam Is to be
•
•
•
laktnaint lalartne ,accounte foe it.
.•
.`••••••••••••••-.....•••••••.;,-v
— _
worth Marti' or lees rneney
;
Iat fife top.iitiA 2,621. feet thi,k at. the neentis Artke the courregatirm
It is a great thing to moya men,
hot.
4
bottom. and rising to 135 Teel above
but It may he a greater thing to be
Every woman likes to bp consist- sea level. It :will anpoend a lake
Never get coal feet. 4411w-tally to
moved.
tired an antborIty on social affairs.
15 1-2 miles long, with an area of

•

don't r_u. sometimes need an eata
something to seeel3 on? how- 0-au& a
niee sol-a lai'4;49- do? fo-e'vea niee
solment and (get cotteita alte
tjaed. -14f-e have them as eoot as
e. yet one.
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